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1. Authorization and l:;emdership.

On 29 Aururt 1944, cite. discussion v;ith the t3:ilitary
i-III,cy Co:nrsittee, Cajor General L. Groves appointed a committee

c, technical stunduoint, of the postwar policy for governmental
"`or the purpose of securing a considered recommendation, from

energy of uranium. and plutonium".

The Committee, appointed consists of ir. K. K. Lewis,

Professor of Chemical Engineering; at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technolog-,,y, Year Admirrl E. 11i. 1 ills, Assistant Chief of the
ureau of ::nips U.C.P., Lr. ii. D. Emnyth, Professor of Physics at

Princeton Unive_:sity, rod fir. ri. C. Tolman, Vice-Chairman of the
;Fafich I e nse :esf-, ch Comni ec;. On the hiitation of General
.,roves, Captain T. A. Polberg U.C.IJ. has sat with the Committee
to a;isi^-t r irJl Mills and to .,erve ss his deputy in case of
ecesity. --

ssi: of Ini'ormstion.

The technical information on which this report is based
to some extent already available to members of the Committee

aviously associated with the project, to some extent obtained
specific reg;uest from General Groves' office, and toa very

large extent obtained directly from the principal scientists who
hove been responsible for the research and development work of

the project.

To secure this third type of information the Committee
invited the directors of the scientific work of the project,
together with their scientific associates, to appear for interview
and also to present such written memoranda on postwar policy as
seemed to them desirable. As a consequence the Committee has had
a total of forty-four direct interviews with the directors and
scientists responsible for the five principal phases of the scien-
tific work of the project, - on the separation of U235 by diffusion
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through barriers, on the separation of U235 by thermal diffusion,

on thesepriration of Uf35 by the electromagnetic method,

on the preparation of Pu239 by pile operation, and on the military

utilization of U35 an, Pu239 as high explosives. In addition the

Cocunittee has received from cienti;,ts on the rfroject a total of

thirty-seven rnemorenda on different phases of postwar policy.
(1. ii-t of the scientists interviewed or presenting memoranda will
be found in Appendix to Section 2). The Committee considers that

it par. received a suite comp ete statement o the vlevr held by

the scientists working on the project as to the technical factors
affecting postwar policy.

Yihile riaciwai-iy_-

._ LaernE v ith _reseiying opiniona s on
..eimiettl oe -r# e--6e+ ii ,tens 1ias encouzaged a full &na frank
expression by the scientists as to their views on administrative

factors affecting postwar policy. It may be remarked that ruts
st<:ntially complete agreement among scientists was found as to their
views on technical "actors and a large measure of agreement as to
treir views on administrative factors.

The Committee has not undertaken any inquiry into the views- -----------
:,eld by industrialists engaged on the project. Such a study could

to prior to a later report if the Committee is so instructed.

Philosophy of the i.eport.

The results of the Committee's study will be found in the
next two sections entitled "Coranents on Administrative Matters"
and "Technical Recommendations." Before proceeding to them,, it will

be advantageous to make certain remarks as to points of view which
hove governed the thinking of the Committee in preparing this report.

The most important conclusion of the Committee is that the
military objectives involved in the field properly have overriding

importance. The Committee feels that as regards the future security
of the nation the military potentialities are great epough to war-

continuing the overriding ariority on military objectives into

the peace period.

1
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In receding the technical recomri,end..tions made at the end

the report the Committee, in accordance with the above conclusion,
regarded the maintenance of military superiority as the primary

o jective which must dictate present national planning on the
,tilizction of nuclear energy in this country. The first four recom-
r. enoaat,ions of the Copra ittee, as to the necessity for further govern-
!t7"n'"°Tb"rk on the separation of U235, on the production of Pu239
an r' U33; on the development of military weapons, and on the develop-
merit of naval power, are evidently Directly related to this problem
of':;.ilitary protection. In audition, however, the two further
recor iendations, as to the necessity of adopting vigorous: policies
of governmental encouragement to fundamental research anu to inau.trial
--evtlopment in the general field of nucleonics, are regarded by the
Co:aittee as themselves essential to the maintenance of a sufficiently
arvancee scientific and technical position so that the military
;protection of the country will be assured. The Committee believes
mat a--strong-4eve-lcpment of the science and teehnology of nueleonies
wo"lr. in any case be a major national asset.

The technical recommendations made at the end of the report
are presented without detailed discussion of the considerations on
vl:.lcn they are based or the consequences which they entail. This is
cone partly in the:.interests of brevity and clarity of.expression,
=n.' partly in order to make a first report possible at this time.
It; is the intention of the Committee to amplify the report from
tine to time by presenting appendices which include more detailed
ui::cuasions. In the meantime, the recommendations as made present
the well considered views of the Committee on the technical aspects

0-'.

a proper postwar policy.

In addition to considering the technical matters upon
which the Committee was specifically asked to report, the Committee
hr-; also given some attention to administrative questions, since
t:.e scientists interviewed have themselves expressed much interest
and concern in such matters, and since the possibility of any
recommended technical program is itself partly dependent on the
administrative framework within which it operates. In view of this
interrelation betv,een technical and administrative possibilits,
tape Committee presents in the next section a number of comments
or! administrative matters, reserving its definite recommendations
on technical matters for the final section of the report.
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4. G'omments on Administrative Matters.

The postwar policy of Government as to the administration
of activities in the field of utilizing nuclear energy is a matter
of deep interest to all who are concerned with the military safety
of the country, and with scientific and. industrial development in
the general field of nucleonics. Wise decisions as to the nature
of this policy, arrived at as soon as may be practicable, would
serve to allay anxieties as to the future now expressed by
scientists working in the field, and would make it possible to
flan for postwar work with minimum losses due to interruption of
effort and di3percal of personnel.

Certain administrative features of the present program of
work in the field may be commented on as follows: -

a. At the present time, the entire program for research,
development, production and utilization in the field of nuclear
energy is carried out under the immediate administrative control
and uetailed supervision of Government.

In view of the close relation of work on nuclear energy
to national defense, it appears to the Conunittee that postwar
work in this field should still remain under the general adminis-
trative control of Government.

.. The present. agency of Government principally concerned with
the direction of the program is the V,ar Department. The actual work is
carried out partly by already-established government laboratories,

but largely by extensive special laboratories and manufacturing
plants which have been set up ±or the purpose through government
contracts with universities and industrial companies.

In the opinion of the Conniittee, consideration should be
given to the postwar establishment of a special government authority
for the control of funds and distribution of work in the field of
nucleonics. This postwar authority should have military as well as
civilian members, but it is felt that the project should not be
under the irra edidte direction of tk%Armed Services except for
those developments of a strictly military nature. The agency
should determine the distribution of work among government,
military and civil laboratories, academic institutions and industrial
organizations. Insofar as security requirements permit, it would
appear important to promote supplementary independent scientific
and technical developments by academic and industrial laboratories,
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under the general administrative control but not detailed supervision

sf Government. The authority should.also see that proper steps are
taken to survey and insofar as feasible control the sources and sup-
;)lies of the fundamental materials uranium and thorium.

c. The present program is a very large and expens'',ve doe, jerr;te;

with the purpose of achieving maximum speed rather than economy, and

entirely financed by Government.

It appears clear to the Committee that the total postwar
governm=ent budget for work in the field of nucleonics will have to
be much smaller than,that which has been appropriate in wartime.
Nevertheless, it is felt that fundamental research in the field
should be carried on at a substantially undiminished rate.

d. Substantially the sole purpose of the present program is the
development and production of powerful weapons for use in the present
War.

In the opinion of the Committee,. postwar policy should be
concerned not merely with the development of military -weapons, but
with the general development of the field of nucleonics including
po Bible peacetime applications.

e. At present the scientific personnel engaged on various phases
of this work has been largely drawn from the universities. Thin hats
led to a complete interruption of the training of young men in the
fundamental knowledge of nuclear physics and chemistry.

In the future it is essential that able young men become
interested in nucleonics and thoroughly trained in its fundamentals.
The university departments of physics and chemistry must have their
strength restored and, if possible augmented. Students at all levels
,oust be encouraged. To avoid a serious hiatus in the supply of such
men appropriate steps should be initiated now.

f. In the interests of military security,, the present program is
carried,out under a policy which enforces utmost secrecy as to the

nature, extent and results of the work and which provides for compart-
mentalization of effort with severe restrictions on the flow of
scientific and technical information between different grqups of

scientists and industrialists.

f/

The Committee expresses approval of the war time policy of
maintaining utmost secrecy concerning work on t e utilization o f
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Tecnnical isecoru enjations.

. 9CRE"r
Lim"

In the lifht of the previously-stated conviction that
.nilitary considerations must be paramount in the fielc of nucleonics,
the Committee makes the following recommendation:: as to the technical
aspects. of the postwar policy of Government:

a. eperation of U235. The Government shoulc arrange for continued
development and operation of the existing plants for the manufacture
o_ u2 3 , using the methods of diffusion through membranes, of thermal
uiffusion rnd of electromagnetic separation, until it has become clear
vrnich method or combination of methods is most advantageous. York on

existing plants should be supplemented by research and design studies

r 1

_..
v1' ewirle baeie iieprovemen#ss in the separation methods e In --...

which might change their relative advantages. In addition research

sioulu be encouraged on the possible separation of U235 by centrifugal

!m thodE, by alternative electromagnetic methods, -14y--chemical exchange
processes, or by other methods not now developed. Special attention

given to processes which might be carried out sucdessfullyshould be
with such small scale apparatus as-to escape notice. The operation
of existing plants should in any case be continued for the production
of such amounts of rctive material as are needed for military security,
for use in scientificand engineering investigations, and for use in
any industrial applications that may be authorized.

b. Production of Pu23,9 and U233. The Government should arrange for

continued study and operation of' the existing graphite piles for the
-manufacture of plutonium, until the potentialities of this method of
procucin* active material have become clear. The operation should

also be continued to produce plutoniui:i fo-' th._. pAviously mentioned
military, investigational and industrial needs. This operation should

be supplemented by research and deli; studies on improved production

piles, ivin' consideration to alterhative moderators and coolants.

In this corulection it i already clear that heavy water t:ould have

some important advantages over rcphite as a moderator, that the use

of beryllium as a moderator must be considered, and that coolants other

than air or water present important possibilities. The development

work on piles for the production of Ua33 which has been started should

e continued. The theoretical considerations of the possibilities

of the complete burning of uranium and thorium which have been
iu itiated should be continued. Special attention should be given to

the possibility that U233 could be ;:iultiplied in rimount if allowed to

u:ider;;o fission in the center of a thorium absorber where fresh U`-3

;.o,ld be produced by neutron capture.
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'4ilitary \feapons. The Government shoulri 'continue the development
nuclear weapons as a project of Overriding urgency so long as

!rational security ;nay be endangered. Nuclear fission bombs of

-ready improved efficiency are certainly in sight, and thermo-nuclear
nmfs r,f' ten thousand fold greater poser may even be feasible. These

latter would permit an enemy in a single day preceding declaration of
Hostilities to carry out an action which might be decisive for the
outcome of e. war. dtucies of the possible use of fission products
as _, inactive poisons should be un^ertaken at such priority is

necessary for :ilitary security.

d. Power Production. The Gorernnent should initiate and push, as an
urgent project, research nn'- development studies to provide power
from nuclear sources for the propulsion of naval vessels. It might
be advisable to authorize the initiation of these studies at once,
without r:al ting for the postwar period, in order to utilize scientific
personnel alre._2y familiar with pile theory and operation. The
development of fission piles solely for the production of poser for

--o :;angry- cornnercial urte ages not appear economically a©und non
advisable from the point of view of preserving national resources,

e. Fundamental 'Research. The Government should pursue a Policy of
vi,orous encouragement to fundamental research in the general field of
nucleonics. Such research should include studies of the physical,
che!.iical, metallurgical and nuclear properties of materials useful as
reactants, reooerators and coolants in nuclear chain reactions, or
useful for construction, shielding and control. Tresearch mould also
include studies of the physics and chemistry of the fission products
produced in pile operation, and of isotopes that can be produced by
exposure to pile neutrons. Separation methods for the production of
isotopes in general from ndaral materials should also be investigated
at the research level. The, application of isotopes as tracers and
agents in biological and medical research should be pushed. The
therapeutic use of isotope, and of radiation from piles should be
investigated. Attention should.. be given to the construction of small

enriched piles which would be especially useful for scientific and
possible commercial ap-lications. Above all, however, a strong; attack

should be made on the basic problems of nuclear structure in order
to provide a sound nuclear theory which can be applied to neutron
chain reactions, thermo-nuclear reactions, and other nuclear processes.
It will be such studies motivated by scientific considerations that
sr.J be expected to disclose the most important unforeseen possibilities
that lie in the field of nucleonics.
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I. In:u:trial ievelopment. The,;,overnment should pursue a policy of
vigorous encouragement to the development of a strong nucleonice
in uctry. Isotopes isolated from the fission products of piles or
di-ectly produced by neutron Dombar ment in piles should be made

uaercially available. They will find applications as tracers in
sientific and technological studies, as therapeutic agents in

.-edicine, and as concentrated sources of radiation or energy for
use in attacking, special probblerns as in radiography, geophysical
exploration, illumination, packaged power production, and other
fields. Attention should be given to the direct use of radiation
from active piles for medical treatment and for oroducin` useful
moi-i ication:, in the structural properties of solids, or for inducing
desirable chemical reactions.

- The development o1'_a stronL, nucleonics industry is regarded
by the Committee as a very important means of insuring national
superiority in the new field. At the start such a development would
re;uir sup_iort from the Government which at present controls all raw
materials, production plants, fissionable materials and fission
Products. Moreover, the commercial applications aTr"eady in sight
are not sufficient to give assurance that a major non-military
industry could be developed in the immediate future. In the long
time future, however, growth of a self-supporting industry of
,,reat magnitude and many ramifications saw -possible.

Dr. R. C. Tolman, Chairman
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APPENDIX

30 May 1945

Probable Advantages of the Use,of a Substitute of Fuel oil as a Source

of Power in Naval Vessels, from a Standpoint of Logistics.

1. The following discussion is submitted with respect to the advan-

tages which would probably accrue, from the standpoint of logistics, if

fuel oil, as a source of power in Naval vessels, could be replaced by a
j

substitute based on the utilization of power from atomic energy thus

permitting Naval vessels to have very much greater endurance at all

speeds than with present fuel oils and diesel oils. This discussion

-does-_notattempt to cover any design advantages which might accrue,

such as the possibilities of improved military characteristics resulting

from weight-savings, simplification of arrangements and installations,

etc.; it treats merely the possibilities of operational advantages to

task forces operating under conditions similar to those which have been

met in combat operations during the present war.

2. The basic assumntion is made that the substitute for. fuel oil or

diesel oil would be of such a nature that any ship which used it could

operate at any and all speeds required for combat operations (up to

maximum design speed in each case) without the necessity of replenishment,

for a period of six months. The present fueling intervals in our task

of course, vary widely depending on a number of factors,

lining size and type of ship, fuel capacity, fuel consumption rate,

rations weather and sea conditions, etc. In general, of
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course, for the larger types such as battleships, carriers, and cruisers

with large fuel capacity to give a long cruising radius, the fueling

interval is much greater than for the smaller types, such as destroyers.

In fact, it is common practice for the larger types to fuel the smaller

types at sea. As a rough indication of the fuel interval of battleships,

it is-noted from a recent press report, that the NORTH CAROLINA cruised

approximately 250,00 miles during the first three years of her life.

This is an average of approximately 7,000 miles per month. It seems

reasonable to assume, therefore, that this ship might have re-fueled on

the average of about once every two months or oftener. Ine case of

destroyers engaged in active combat operations with speeds from 15 to 20

_knQts apd occasionallyhi,her_, the fueling interval is reduced to a matter

of days. Re-fueling is, in fact, required every two or three days in very

active operations, particularly when the ships are not permitted to go

below a certain minimum of fuel on board in order to maintain a factor

of safety against complete immobility.

3. It is not considered practicable to operate a task force continuously

for a period of 6 months. A number of factors other than fuel must be

considered. Ammunition must be replenished. This is preferably done in

port although means are available and are being further developed for

performing this operation at sea if required by the urgency of the military

situation. Stores must be replenished at various intervals from one month

for refrigerated fruit, vegetables, etc., to about three months for dry

provisions. Recent action reports, however, indicate that regardless of

ition or stores, it is not feasible to operate a task force under

conditions continuously for more than a month without some brief

or r
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period in_port for rest and recreation of officers and Brew. If one

month be taken as the criterion or the makimum practicable length of a

continuous combat operation, it is seen that ships which require fueling

oftener than once a month would be the principal beneficiaries of the

substitute arrangements; the larger ships which do not require fueling

more than once a month could accomplish the re-fueling in port during

the rest and recreation period, and hence would not gain the same

advantages as the smaller ships.

4. The principal advantages which would accrue from eliminating

the necessity for re-fueling the smaller ships at sea are as follows:

(a) Elimination of the hazard from enemy action against

ships at a fueling rendezvous. At present, ships in a fueling

rendezvous are particularly vulnerable to enemy action because

of a reduced speed, restriction of maneuvering, blanking of

AA guns on certain sectors, etc.

(b) Elimination of the hazard from sudden storms during

re-fueling operations. Urder present conditions, commitment

to a given fueling rendezvous at a given time makes avoidance

of storm centers somewhat difficult. The necessity for de-

ballasting prior to commencement of fueling reduces the re-

sistance of ships concerned to torpedo attack and also

reduces stability.

(c) Saving in actual time required for re-fueling which could

;sJFrE othervrise be devoted to active operations. This amounts to the

rger part of a day for each fueling operation. Also, a fueling

lyo, e A16-01-,'. e`j
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during fueling operations .s minimized, so time for going to

W and returning frets ueling rendezvousis chargeable to the

re-fueling operation.

(d) Elimination of the expense in terms of manpower and

materials for bringing oilers to the fueling rendezvous, in cases

where oilers are now used. This includes the escorts used to pro-

tect the oilers.

(e) Elimination of the reduction of fuel supply for the

larger ships, in cases where such larger ships are used to re-

fuel the smaller ships.

(f) Considerable reduction in probability of ships running

y .

out of fuel during a long drawn-out engagement (see para. 6 (b)).

1I
N301

officers and 280 men, this means that 1520 officers and 21280 men are

required to operate the oilers. There are also 150 Y0's and 10 YOS's

1944, there were 76 AO's in service. Ifith an average complement of 20

and operation of oilers for the service of the Fleet. As of 1 December

tion of the time, manpower and materials now devoted to the-construction

an overall advantage to the Navy would accrue from the complete elimina-

5. If it be assumed that the substitute fuel
o f

-such- a nature

that it could be transported in ordinary cargo ships and that large

quantities of it could be stored inwarehouses-at advanced bases, then

in service.

6. To illustrate the handicap that has been imposed on our forces

during the present war, due to necessity for fueling, take several

ples: -

dHn u¢iu
",several local escort groups operating out of Halifax and out of

k,t (a) In North Atlantic escort work, it was necessary to use
T'



Londonderry to escort convoys the first and the last 4()0 miles. of

the trips, so that the ocean escorts could make the trip across,
by using economical speed and most direct route for the first and

last 400 miles. It was also necessary routine to relieve some
escorts when south of Iceland and refuel them in Iceland. Even so,
it was frequently necessary for escorts to drop out before being

relieved and to proceed to port at most economical speed. On

occasions they ran out of fuel before reaching port. Those with

low cruising radius had their effectiveness
seriously impaired. by

being unable to patrol effectively. At the same time, they were
better targets, as they could not operate at much higher speeds
than the convoy was making. This deficiency in fuel capacity of
escorts cost us many merchant ships, escorts, and lives. This
situation was partially alleviated during the second year by
having an especially equipped tanker in each convoy for the sole

(c) The necessity for ballasting with water to maintain the

purpose of fueling escorts. Weather frequently prevented their
getting fuel.

(b) The BISMARCK nearly escaped because many of the ships
searching for her had to return to port for fuel and those which
remained at sea were forced to reduce speed in order to conserve
fuel. They were able to engage as a result of an "Ark Royal" air-
craft obtaining a torpedo hit which jammed BISMARCK'S rudders
hard over, and reduced her speed.

stability characteristics of Naval vessels, as fuel oil and



itisa-are--ecpendec,-±is--a procedure Which may get certain

vessels in trouble depending upon the state of the weather and

the need for continuing certain planned offensive or scouting

operations. As fuel and ammunition are expended, an increasing

amount of water must be taken in as ballast to compensate for the

reduction in weiprits low down in the ship, but when time comes to

re-fuel, it is necessary to pump out this water ballasting in order

that the fueling -operation f a t 1er or other large ship can be-

carried out expeditiously. Of course, the operation can be

carried out in such manner that a tank can be pumped free of water

just before it is necessary to fill it with fuel oil thus maintain,.-

ing, the proper weights in the ship to assure adequate stability,

but such procedure would make fueling a very slow and tedious

operation. As a calculated risk to expedite this operation, the

ships are pumped free of water ballast before coming along side the

fueling source and thus all tanks are ready toreceive.,,oil and the

operation can be carried forth rapidly. This condition of empty tanks,

however, during the period just before fueling, may leave the ship in a

critical condition with respect to stability so that if any rough seas

are encountered, the ship may actually be in a serious and dangerous

condition. The only alternative is to delay greatly the fueling

operation or assume the risk. In recent months in the Pacific, this

light condition with empty tanks preliminary to fueling was a

contributing factor to the loss of several destroyers in a severe

typhoon which built up mountainous seas and made it desirable

6 y;t ,.Ye. 'IVItRJ.,A h..y-'-
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that the ships involved have available all of their inheftnt

stability when properly loaded. In the particular case in

question, the destroyers concerned had pumped out their water

ballast to expedite fueling in order that they could carry out

the missions to which they were assigned. While fueling, very

bad sea conditions set in making it necessary to discontinue

fueling and for the ships to change course in an endeavor to

preserve their safety. Sea conditions became increasingly

difficult so rapidly, however, that before the ships could be

re-ballaeted they had built up such a severe roll as to become

unmanageable, and resulting hull damage from the force of the

as resulted-__in s -0rpopower-and exenfua? losa_of the ships,

This illustration indicates that an available source of power

which would obviate the ballasting and de-ballasting before

fueling would be very advantageous from the standpoint of keeping

,ships continuously available with adequate stability characteristics.

7. In accordance with the above discussion, the Navy feels that

research and experimentation towards the development of power for certain

types of Naval vessels from atomic sources should be instituted in order

that any possibility in this field may not be overlooked.; It is realized

that such development is a long step to the future and that there are no

practical applications of atomic power in ship propulsion at the present

time. However, it is submitted that many other developments have not been

apparent at the time research was instituted and it is believed that every

effort should be made to exploit fully the possibilities of propulsive
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THE PROBLEM OF SECRM AND THE FUTURE OF THE DSIE PFAJECT

The Problem

During the past four years over a thousand scientists and

engineers have been concerned with various aspects of atomic bombs

and atomic power. This work has been carried out under the restric-

tions of wartime secrecy but, as the and of the war in Europe ap-

proaches, it is essential to consider the extent to which thl.s policy

should be maintained in the coming years. It is to be remembered that

in peacetime it will be impossible to continue the present system of

research in this field. -tvt only will it be difficu to jus

continuance of the present scale of financial support, but it will.be

neither possible nor desirable to keep so l.rge a group of able sci-

entific men away from their normal peacetime activities. The problem,

therefore, is not one of continuing. secrecy in an organization like

the present one but of what degree of secrecy can and should he main-

tained in peacetime work in this field. There are two points to con-

sider: publication of the results obtained during the war, and pub-

lication of future results.

The Point of View

Two points of view are possible: the idealistic one, dear

to the scientists, that the duty of science is to study the, laws of

nature and to reveal them to mankind without restriction; the mili-

tary or nationalistic one that future wars are inevitable and that

our object is to keep this country in the strongest possible mili-

tary position. If.the first point of view is accepted, immediate and
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complete publication goes with it and there is no problem. It is the

second point of view which will be assumed and examined in this re-

port. Assuming, then,-that our objective is to maintain or improve

the position of superiority which we hope this country now holds in

the field of atomic energy, we must examine how this objective will

be best achieved. At first sight it might appear that the best policy

would be. maintain the present secrecy restrictions, but further

examination of the consequences of such a policy shows that it would

be neither practicable nor desirable.

Scientific Loch_

No one can foresee the scientific developments of the next

ten years, but one can predict on the basis of past experience that

most of them will come from the minds of young men working untram_

melled and undirected in an atmosphere of freedom and with full

access to pertinent information. In the past four and a half years
it has been demonstrated that the capacity of this country to develop
and manufacture new weapons -- in particular, to develop atomic bombs

-- depends on the general scientific, technical, and industrial
strength of the country, not on secret researches in Government labo-
ratories. This will remain true even though direct military research
under Government supervision may be given better support in the future

than in the past. ,

We must, therefore, do everything possible to train able

young men in the field of nuclear science and to encourage them to
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do research in that field. The university men now in the.DSM project

should return as soon as possible to their normal work and should be

allowed to impart their knowledge of nuclear science to their students

and colleagues. Only in this way will widespread research in the fun-

damentals of nuclear science be stimulated to the extent that is neces-

sary, and only in this way will new men be drawn into the fields where

their contributions will be essential. It has been suggested that

-this d#ssemirtion of personnel could be carried out and the present

cloak of secrecy still maintained by forming a guild of scientists,

young and old, all sworn to secrecy. This does not seem possible in

a free country such as this has always been and, we hope, will continue

to be. Te conclude, therefore, that as far as fundamental nuclear

science 4a--concerned most of the results obtained in the DSM project

should be published. We shall return later to the question of how and

when this should be done. Similarly, future results in the field.-of

nuclear science should `be published in much the same way as before the

war.

Technical Research

The teahn ical developments affecting atomic bombs and atomi$

power in the next ten years will be of two kinds'=- those developed

specifically for nuclear devices or processes, and those developw for

quite other purposes but adapted to bomb or power problems. Evidently

the second type of development, like those in the relevant fundamental

sciences, should not and can not be controlled or secret (except as

certain industrial developments may be company secrets). Presumably
n is document romaine information 'ng the nahoftdefense of MWLS-.e ne,ning of thr
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the. first type, specific development of better bombs and possibly of

power units, will be carried on in Government laboratories or in

industrial" laboratories under Government supervision.Similarly, the

production of materials for such bombs will probably remain a Govern-

ment monopoly. Granting the'nationalistic point of view that we are

assuming, one must conclude that
these operations will have to be

largely secret. Evidently the technical details-of a bomb -aheuld not

be published, and in the processing of
materials there are many tech-

nical tricks whose publication would do little to stimulate research

or industry but might materially assist our potential enemies; however,

some results of general technical interest might well be released. A

corresponding policy should apply to
the technical work already per-

formed in the DSbg project. For example, the development of a satis-

factory barrier for the diffusion process has been a tedious and

difficult task. There is no reason why the recipes that hLve proved

satisfactor-r should be published, and strong reasons why they should

not. On the other hand, there are many researches of a semi-technical

nature, such as corrosion studies, results of which probably should be

_J
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Evidently no simple answer to the question of publication

published.

An Editorial Board

ich has to be considered in detail. In each case the judgment must

dia), ly, some which should never
be published, and a large amount

is possible. There is some material which should be published imme-

by balancing the importance of the material for fundamental

scientific tiWi.ci{'reta9tsairrttomtaoaate iego
development against the possible
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use of the material by our potential enemies. But in weighing the

second factor it must always be remembered that others can find out

what we hav& and that most of the principles from which the DSM pro-

feet has daveyopod were__already known-to the-scientific world-before

secrecy was imposed. It must also be remembered that the strongest

arguments for publication are intangible and that the arguments against

publication will always appear specific and of immediate importance.

Evidently it will be necessary to set up some kind of editorial board

whose members will understand the importance of scientific research

and that in the long run it will flourish only in an atmosphere of

freedom.

0

Illustrat;ons

So far our discussion has bden very general. We would like

now to consider some specific questions and suggest tentative answers.

These will necessarily be illustrative rather than complete. To be

specific we shall choose the period immediately after A-e,termiriation

of the war in Europe as the time of publication and Ll further

assume that this time will come within the next six months and that by

then a large amount of the data that have been accumulated in reports

of the DSN project will be in a form ready for publication. We shall

consider in some detail, topic by topic, what should be published at

that time, what should be held back, and what is doubtful.

Nuclear Physics. The question immediately arises whether

the best known values of the nuclear constants as mjeasured at Chicago,

Clinton, and Los Alamos should be published. We believe that as far

as uranium and all the ordinary elements of the periodic table are
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concerned they should be. This would include fission cross sections,

scattering cross sections, absorption cross sections, the number of

neutrons emitted per fission, the nature of the fission spectrum, and

so on. It is true that these constants are fundamental to the design

of a chain reacting unit and that a competent theoretical physicist know-

4n-g- these eenstants could design such a unit, but their approximate

values were already known before the war in most instances and there

is a strong probability that most of them have been remeasured in other

countries during the war. They are fundamental to the further develop-

ment of nuclear science and, therefore, should be mede available to

those interested in the field. As far as the constants of plutonium

are concern--d, there may be room for doubt; others may not have enough

plutonium available to have made any good measurements on it. Possibly

such constants could be at first circulated privately among those_in-

terested. This applies even more forcefully to other isotopes such-as

F ? U233, but there certainly should not be more than a temporary delay in
a

7
publishing such values.

The Theory of the Pile. This was partly developed before

A, the war and can be developed by any competent theoretical physicist.

If it is not published by the DSO[ group, it will be worked out and

published by someone else in this country and certainly worked out

elsewhere. Possibly some of the fast neutron reaction theoretical

work should be held up.

Chemistry of Uranium and Plutonium. The scientific mate-

rial in this field should be published. It is fundamental chemistry,

and it should be part of the general background of chemical knowledge



in this country. There are, however, technical points about the actual

industrial Process used for separating plutonium from uranium fission

products which should not be published. For example, at certain points

in the bismuth phosphate process the efficiency depends on whether a

"direct strike" or a "reverse strike" is used. Such information is

but there are undoubtedly technical tricks and processes which need

the general background of metallurgical information for the dountry,

entt.'ic results of importance should be published as forming part of

technical and should be withheld.

MetallurU(f Uranium and Plutonium. Here again any sci-

not be published.

particularly on the existence and life times of large numbers of arti-

ficial radioactive materials of tremendous use to science

at large and should be published.

----Health. Specific data on the shielding properties of

various materials might be withheld, though they should be available

to scientists who in the future may need them to protect themselves

in their experiments. Assuming that such experiments will be done under

a system of Government licensing, general publication would not be neces-

sary. On the other hand, general publication of the studies on the

effects of radiation and on metabolism should certainly be published.

Instrumentation. Most of this meterial should be published,

as it is likely to be very useful in future work in nuclear science and

in othe fields.
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Gaseous Diffusion. The general theory of cascades devel-

oped in connection with tht gaseous diffusion and centrifuge processes

is of general value and has already been published in part. It should

- be published. -On b}, other hand_ details of-barrier production, of-

pump sea]s, and so on should probably be withheld.

Electrm_ acetic Separation. There is some material on the

relative proportions of different types-ef-ion formgd-underdiPfer t-
conditions, on ion optics, and the use of shims which probably should

be published, but most of the work at Berkeley has been on technical

improvements in an already familiar process and probably would-net

contribute very much to scientific development. It should, therefore,

be withheld. Possibly the work on the isotron and ion centrifuge should

be Published. Thesa-involve new ideas,fairly obvious ones, and the

degree of success which was achieved with them might be helpful to the

scientific public.

Thermal Diffusion and the Cent e. A large share of

this material probably should be published. Both methods of isotope

separation might prove very useful on a small scale scientifically,

and certainly as far as the centrifuge is concerned it is unlikely that

the information which would be published would help other countries

very much. Much work had already been done on thermal diffusion. In

fact, there is an extensive report now being held up by one of the

journals which covers the whole theory. Some technical material prob-

ably should he withheld.

HeaV_Water. Neither process now in use for the production
of heavy water is particularly novel. Its publiontion would not add
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Bomb Theo . The various methods for setting off an atomic

very much to the scientific position of the country nor would the gen-

eral theory help our enemies. The details of the preparation and use

of the catalyst in the Trail process should not be published. There

has been a great deal of work on isotope separation done at Columbia

which probably should be published.

liehed.

for publication is much less. It is probable that many of the scien-

be released for general publication. A similar situation exists in

other parts of the project although the amount of material suitable

tainly have to be carefully reviewed in detail before all of it can

of writing and organization are under way. This material will cer-

Metallurgical Project has been worked out, and the preliminary steps

A rather elaborate scheme for presenting the results of the

Possibility of a Transition Period

apply to the K-25, Y-7.2, and S-50 plants.

The Production Plants. Although we are silgwesting the

publication of the scientific data on which the designs of the Hanford

and Clinton piles are based, we believe that no complete description

of those piles -- certainly not of the-Hanford pile nor of the associ-

ated chemical plant -- should be published. There have been many -

design problems solved that would be valuable to anyone wanting to

reproduce a plant but are of little scientific value. The same remarks

0 tific men now in the DSM project will be returning to their normal
;n;e dxj,
sfeuse

,
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positions before final publication arrangements have been completed.

This transition period will probably also correspond to a transition

period in the research. It;will take some time to resume .-rraearch

work in various university laboratories and to work out arrangements

for further Government research either in the universities or in

Government laboratories. It would be unfortunate if, in this transi-

tion period, the scientiata were out off from sources of information,

It would be highly desirable to arrange a scheme for cirulating in-

formation during this transition period. Such a scheme would be more

or less similar to the present circulation of reports through various

parts of the project but would have to be considerably liberalized in

terms of formal classification.
).;very effort should be made in this

period to get reports into the Restricted category rather than Secret

or Confidential. They could then be used in the in.atruction of gradu-

ate students and as references for research, but by retaining the

classification as Restricted Government reports hit-or-miss publica-

tion by individuals would be avoided and a systematic scheme of pub-

lication could be carried out.

In the later period, when editing and censoring have been

finished and all the material that was to be released had appeared in

print, it would still be desirable that a limited number of selected
_

individuals should have access to material still classified as Secret.
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It is recommended that most of the data accumulated by the

DSM project should eventually be publijhed, that-some of the techni-

cal data - partiaularly on produotien plan*Ao--ea final derleee-

should never be published, and that in the transition period between

the end of the war and formal publication some method of circulation

of information should be set up. It is felt that an editorial board

must be set up to judge in detail what material should and should not

be released for publication. It is recommended that work in nuclear

science after the war should be carried on without secrecy restrictions

except for technical work on military devices and processes
P, t
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Persons VSho Have Presented Views to Committee

Name

Abelson, ',fir.P. H.
fllison, Dr. S. K.
Alvarez, Dr. L. 'i..
Anderson,,ir. H. L.

I

Dacher, Dr. 1-. F.

Caine, Dr. H. A.
iborst, lrs B.
Irobeak,4,r. W. W.
Brown, Dr. H. S.
Cohen, Dr. K. P.
Cohn, Dr. W.
Compton, Dr. A. H.
Cookseyy Dr. D.
Cooper, Dr. C. M.
Ceryell, Dr. C. D.
Creutz, Dr. F. C.
Crist, Dr. It. H.
Curtis, Dr. H. J.
Dempster, Dr. A.H.
Doan, Dr. R. L.
Dunning, Dr. J. R.
Elgin, Dr. J. C.
Emmett, Dr. P. H.
Fermi, Dr. E.
Frank, Dr. J.
Gibbs, Capt. R. H.
Gunn, Dr. N.
Hilberry, Dr. N.
Hogness4 Dr. T. h.
Jenkins, Dr. F. A.
Johnson, Dr. W.
Kennedy, Dr. J. V..

Kilpatrick,Dr. N.

A endix to SSeet{oe 2

Report of Committee on Postwar Policy

Laboratory Note

NDL i

Chicago i,m

Los Alamos m

Chicago i

Los Alamos m

Los Alamos M
Chicago m

California i,a

Chicago m
Columbia _ _ism
Chicago i,m

Chicago i,m

California i,m
Chicago i,m

Chicago m

Chicago i

Columbia i

Chicago m

Chicago i,m

Chicago i,m

Columbia i

Columbia i

Columbia i

Los Alamos m

Chicago i

NRL i

HRL i
Chicago i

Chicago i

California m

Chicago i,m

Los Alamos m

Columbia i

Name Labora o Note

Kistiakowsky,Dr.G.B. Los Alamos m

Lawrence, Dr. E. 0. California i

Leverett, Mr. M. C. Chicago i
Morrison, Dr. P. Chicago i

Mulliken, Dr. R. S. Chicago i,m
Nordheim, Dr. L. W. Chicago i,m

Ohlinger, Dr. L. Chicago i

Oppenheimer, Dr. F. California i

Oppenheimer,Dr.J.R. Los Alamos i,m

Parso Capt.. W. S. Lo5_Aljmop_ .ice
Reynolds, Dr. I.N. B. California m
Seaborg, Dr. G. T. Chicago i

Segre, Dr. E. Los Alamos m

Seitz, Dr. F. Lhicago i

Slack, Dr. F. G. Columbia i

Smith, Dr. C. S. Los Alamos m

Snell, Dr. A. H. Chicago in

Soodek, Dr. H. Chicago M.

Szilard, Dr. L. -Chicago i

Taylor, Dr. H. S. Columl4a i

Teller, Dr. E. Los Alamos m

Drey, Dr. H. C. Columbia i,rn

VanKeuren,Adm.A.H. NRL i

Vernon, Dr. H. C. Chicago i

VonNeumann, Dr. J. Los Alamos m

Seinberg, Dr. A. M. Chicago i

Whitaker, Dr. M. D. Chicago i

Wilson, Dr. R. R. Los Alamos m

Wollan, Dr. E. 0. Chicago`- m

Young, Dr. A. Chicago i

Zinn, Dr. W. H. Chicago i

Zirkle, Dr. R. E. Chicago m

Wigner, Dr. E. P. Chicago m

Key: i = interview
m - memorandum
"Chicago" includes the Metallurgical, Clinton, and

Argonne laboratories

A total of 66 persons are listed above. Of these, 44 were interviewed
and 37 submitted memoranda. (15 were interviewed and presented memoranda).
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ORGANIZATION

1. Military Policy Committee
Appointed by direction o the President.

Scientific Advisors, Dr. J. B. Conant and Dr. 11. C. Tolman

Manhattan District (the direct operating agency)
District Engineer, Colonel K. D. Nichols

III. Princi Research and'Developoent_Projects

1. Station by Gas Diffusion through Barriers.

Dr. V. Bush, Chairman
Rear Admiral W. R. Purnell
Major General W. D. Stysr
Dr. J. B. Conant

(Alternate to Dr. Bush, participates in all meetings)

II. In charge of the project, Major General L. R. Groves

a.

2.

b.

Research and Development.
SAY Laboratories, Columbia University

Director, Professor Harold C. Urey
Associate Director, Professor H S. Taylor
Associate Director, Dr. L. M. Corns

Engineering, Kellex Corporation.

c. Operation, U. S. Carbide & Carbon Company.

teparation by Thermal Diffusion.

a. Research and Development, including small plant.
Naval Research Laboratory -

Director, Rear -*d iral A. H. Van Keuren

Dr. Ross Gunn
Dr. P. H. Abelson

b. Production Plant under Manhattan District.
Engineering and Operation, 11. K. Ferguson Company

r



3._ Separation by Elsct!tic Method.

a. Research and Development.
Radiation Labw4tory, University of Califm uia

Director, Professor Ernest 0. Lawrence

b. Engineering, Stone sad Mobster Corporation.

c. operation, Tennessee Eastman Corporation.

4. Production by Pile 224 ration.

w. Research and Development.
Metallurgical Project

Director, essor A A. H K. Gosg:ton
Assistant Director, Dr. I. Hillberry

Metallurgical Laboratory, Unirwmit of Chicago
Director, Professor S. K. Allison
Assistant Director, Joyce C. Stearns

Argonne Laboratory, University of Chicago
Director, Professor E. Terst

Clinton Engineer works
Director, Professor M. D. Whittaker

b. Engineering and Operation, E. I. du Pont de Nemoure & Co.

5 Development of 1leapons. -,

Los Alamos
Director, Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer
Associate Director, Captain W. S. Parsons, USN
Associate Director, Professor E. Fermi

IV. Committee on Post War Policy

Appointed by General Groves after discussion with the
Militam; Policy Committee "to wake a considered recom-
mendation, from a technical standpoint, of the postwar
policy for governmental research and development in the
field of utilising the potential atomic energy of uranium
and plutonium..

Dr. R. C. Tolman, Chairman
Professor warren K. Lewis
Rear Admiral Earl Mills, USN
Professor H. D. Smyth

Captain T. A. Solberg, USN
(Invited to be present at all meetings in order to
assist Admiral Mills and to serve as his deputy in
case of necessity.)
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FI.LDS OF P.ESURCH AND D.h'VSI OPhM

A. Fundamentai physics and Chemist

1. Physics and chemistry of basic materials - uranium,
thorium, plutonium, etc.

2. Nuclear Physics.
3. Radio chemistry of fission products produced in piles.

L. Application of neutron beams (from reacting piles)

for the production of isotopes and as a tool of investi-

gation.

B. Separation Pro eases for 25

1. Gas diffusion through barriers.
2. Thermal Diffusion.

3_ Y'lectr9 tic.
!,. Other possible methods, centrifugal, exchange reactions,

plhotochemical, etc.

C. production Piles for 49, 23, etc

1.
2.
3.

i;.

Graphite Piles for 49.
Heavy water piles for 49.
Study of other possible production pile, light water,

beryllium, seeded.
Production of 23 from thorium.

D. Military Weapons.

1. Fission bombs.
a.

b.

Gun method for 25.
Implosion method for 25 and 49.

2. Improved fission.
3. other improved bombs.

i4. Radioactive poisons

Utilization of Fission Products and Other Isotopes

1. Scientific use as tracers in chemical and biolo .cal
processes.

2. Medical use as sources of therapeutic radiation.

3. Industrial uses as tracers, sources of radiation, and

sources of energy.

F. Piles for Power Production

1. Power for ordinary commercial use.
2. Power for special purposes such as ship propulsion,

particularly naval, use in Arctic, etc.

3. Studies of complete utilization of uranium and thorium.



U5$FZA. MENDRAZ1

A. Composition of Uranium

112 8 (99.26%) 235 (0.71x)
92

(0.006%)

B. production of Plutonium (49)

n + 925 --p fission products * xn

R + U9d --'s 0239 ---+ pt239
94

20

Moderators to produoe slow neutrons,,graphite, heavy water,
light water, beryllium.

C. production of Isotope (2))

a + Th902 -4 Th903 -), 233 t 2
92

D. Utilisation of Fission Energy

Active materials 25, 49, 23.

n + active material -3 fission products t xn + energy

If completely utilized.

1 kg active material 6.1x020 ergs

17x10 kilowatt hours
17,000 tons TNT

-4-
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November 23, 1944

T0: Mayor General L. K. :%rovea

P'H09d: ri. C. Tolman

SUBJ_.CT:Cost Estimates

Part 1.

OECLAS`-1FIED
b E

nlctl( iEl

The postwar policy Committee intends to include in its report
recommendations on the postwar operation of plants already built or

under construction. It will greatly assist the Cocwa ttee if estimates

of material requirements, operating costs, and stand-by costs can be

supplisd as suggested in Schedules 1, 2, and 3.

Schedule 1

Estimates on Separation of 25 (a.i of -J&4. 1, 1946)

estimates are desired,Ls follows, for the 3-50, K-25, and Y-12 plants,

operated singly and in appropriate combinations:

I

Material Yeciuirements:
1. Concentration of in the feed material ($)
2. Annual feed requirements (Kg. of U)
3. Hold-up (Kg. of U)
4. Hold-up (Kg. 25)
5. Concentration of in the output material ()
6. Annual output (Kg. of 25)
7. Concentration of j in waste material (%)

8. Annual amount of waste (Kg. of U)

Cost i;stimatest
9. Operating cost per year

10. Stand-by cost per year

Note on items: Operating costs should include cost of ore, ore treatment,

chlorination and fluorination, any previous enrichment of the feed material,

handling the final materials, storing them, preparing them for shipment,

I
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personnel, maintenance, replacement parts, purchased power, and fuel for
power ana steam produced and used at the site.

For the present purposes, operating costs should not include
amortization, depreciation, obsolescence, interest, development, or taxes.

It is to be a3sumed for the present purposes that the plants will
have the general operating characteristics expected to prevail when fully
completed, say on Januiry 1, 1946, that they will be operated at or near
their presently-anticipated convenient capacity levels, that the qualities
of feed material:; and final enriched materials will have their presegtly-
anticipated values, and that stripping operations will be carried out
according to present plane.

Note on item J10; By stand-by cost is meant annual coat of keeping the
plants ready to operate on short notice, - i.e., costs of guarding the
property, periodically inspecting and testing equipment, occasionally
installing replacement parts, etc. Those "costs" which were excluded
under "Note on item ¢/", should again be excluded.

Schedule 2

Estimates on Production of 49 (as of' Jan. 1,1946)

Estimates are desired for the production of 49 at Site V' as follovs:

daterill itegairements:
Concentration of in feed neterial (p)

2.f Annual feed requirements (Kg. of U)
3. Hold-up in piles, chemical plants, etc. (kg. of U)
4. Hold-up in piles, chemical plants, etc. (Kg. of 25)
5. Hold-up in piles, chemical plants, etc. (Kg. of !)
6. Annual output of !2 (Kg. of 449)
7. Concentration of 25 in waste material (%)
8. Annual amount of waste material (Kg. of U)

Cost Estimates:
9. Operating cost per year
10. Stand-by cost per year

Note on items #9 and #10: The :Jefinitiona of operating cost and stand-by
cost should be taken to correspond to those given under Schedule 1.
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Schedule 3

hstimates on Separation, of P-9 (as of Jan. 1, 1945)

Estimates are desired for the Trail plant, and also for the distillation

plants taken together, as follows:

Material Requirements:
1. Concentration of P-9 in the output material (%)
2. Annual output (Kg. of P-9)

Cost Estimates:
3. Operating cost per year
4. stand-by cost per year

Note on items 13 and d4: The definitions of operating cost and stand-by

cost should be taken to correspond to those given under Schedule 1.

Part 2.

The Committee intends also to make recommendations, as to the
feasibility of constructing 25, 49, and P-9 plants of appreciably lower
construction and operating costs, as advances in technology permit. It

will assist the Committee if estimates of construction costs for present
type plants can be supplied as suggested in Schedule 4.

Schedule 4

Estimates on Plant Construction Costs

istimates are desired on plant costs for the 5-50, K-25, Y-12 plants,
for the 1 plant, for the P-9 plant at Trail, and for the P-9 distillation
plants, as follows:

1. Actual cost
2. Scrap value
3. Cost-to-reproduce

Note on item #l: Actual cost refers to plants already built or under con-
struction and should include costs of design and construction of process,

power, steam and other auxiliary units, including materials, equipment and

installation. However, costs of development work, living quarters, com-
munity facilities, external roadways, and costs of constructing factories

for producing plant equipment, should not be included.
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Note on ites /2: 5crau~value likewise refers to plants already built or
under oenrtructian and is defined as the amount which might be receivedAy
selling the plant buildings and equipments in their entireties or piecemeal
within a year or two after the end of the war, assuming a normal market
for industrial equipment.

Not. on item d3: Cost-to-reproduce the existing plants should be estimated
on the assumption that construction would take place in peacetime, at a
reasonable pace, and near an industrial center. Items to be included--in
cost-to-reproduce are to be taken the same as in actual cost except that
the colt of design should be excluded.

It is recognized that the estimates requested are numerous and
in some oases dlfflcult .o d'3t&ih- - 22 as receive sugges ions
as to changes that might lead to more significant figures or equali-y sig-

nificant figures that could more easily be obtained.
A.

Sincerely yours,

Ricnard C. Tolman
RCT-kb Vice-Chairman, NDRC

4
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Copy go. of 6

Report of

Coaasitteee on i oatear Policy

C)soonber RS, 1941

1. i;uthoriaatiou and Elvabershio.

On 29 August 1944, after siiaeuasion with the military
Policy Committee, Major Geterhl L. '.:. Groves appointed a eoresittee
'for the ;urpone of securing a4 considered recommandation, from
a teahnicni stnaapoint, of the pvetear policy for governmental
rer,e&roh and development in the field of utilizing they aotentiasl
atonia energy of wettiua and plutonium".

The Committee appointed consists of Dr. K. K. Lewis,
Professor of Ch-siee3 Engineering at the Ilksaaachusetti Institute
.of Teobnolo}ly, Fear Admiral E. If. Villa, A:iaic;t .nt Chief of the
Bureau of i3lips l'.f.A., Lr. H. C. Smyth, ?rofesesor of Phyaice at
Princeton Hnive: vity, Lanes fir. n. C. ?olman, Vice-Chairman of the
9lationai Detenue vsaeurah C*oaittae. On the invitation of General
Groves, C.sptain T. A. ;,ol'ert D. .H. has sat with tba #:o +citteae
to aaaist dmirc.i 'Aiila r---O to nerve a;a hi,; ee;xuty in cb.ae of
neces Sty.

2. :ksie of Information.

The teohrpichl in oriv tion on which thi;r report i., tataed

wa. to bone extent already available to members of the Co:mltt4e
previously xzi:aoci.sted cith the project, to some extent obtained
by specific rea:aueat from Glwneral Groves' office, end to a very
Large extent oixtained directly from the principal scieitistra who
have been rooponsible for the roeecrch and develo nt work of
the 'ro juct.

To necnre thi:: thlrr= type of information the committee
invited the dlrnotora of the scientific work of the .,roject,
together with their naientiiic as%ocia,tee, to appear for interview
ants ,also to present such written weworanl1a on postwar 'alley no
seemed to them deiairable. Ao a consequence the Corcaittee ha:; had!
a total of forty-five direct interviews with the directors and
Sciantitta re:s,:onsibl.o for the five principal _:haoes of the scien-
tit'ic work of the i::roject, - on the riepnrattion of 0235 by diffusion

aw
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through barriers, on the separation of u235 by thermal diffusion,

on the aepe.ration of u235 by the slectroafgretic metbo4,
on the preparation of Pu239 by pile o;»retina, and on the military
utilisation of p235 and euO 9 as high explosives. In sidition the

Committee has received from ecientiats on the project a total of
thirty-seven semoranda an different phases of postwar policy.

(A list of the scientists interviewed or pre&evting remoranda will

be found in Appendix to oction 2). The Committee considers that
it ban received a quite complete ateteaeut of the views hold by
the scientists working on the project wa to the technical factors

affecting postwar policy.

While ;,rincipally concerned with receiving opinions on

te' iral matters, the Committee has enoours,ed a full nab .rank

expression by the ccient to as to their views on administrative
factors affecting postwar policy. It ray be reme:rted that sub-

stantially oomplete a,;reement along s;cientirts way found as to their
views on teehnicri factors and a large aear>ure of agreement as to
their views or adeintatrYtive fnc;.ora.

The Cou'flitvde uaa not uaadertkan any inquiry into the views
held by to iustrinltate en,,nged on the ,)roject. Such a -etedy could
to ..rior to s later report if the Committee is so instructed.

,'. FhilosophyY of the cia!eJi.

The results of the Coonitteeas study eili be found in the
next two sections entitled sCo:ments on Auninistrative gs.tters
and 'Technical Heco aende:tions." v*fore proceeding to them, it will
be at1wmtaieoua to wake certain remarks ass to ,potntr of view which
have governed the thinking, of the Co mitte=: In .re,aring this report.

The most important oonclusion of the Committee it that the
militaary ubjectiven involved in the field ;,roaerly hr.vs overriding
importance. The Coa:eittee feels that as r-egi rde tho future security
of the nation the military potentialities are great enough to ear-
runt continuing the overridin ;riority on :silit.ary objectives into
the peace ;seriod.
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In reaching the tectutier.l reeoaaessc :.tioas made at the And
of the report the Count ttac, in accordance with the above conclusion,

has regarded the maintenance of military superiority as the primary

objective which must dictate )resent national planning on the

utilization of nuclear enargy in this country. The first four reeou-

mundaatione of the Committee, ne to the necessity for further govern-
mental work on the Reparation o_ ;.05, on the prociuetion of Pu239

and t1'33, on the development of military wea;pous, nna on the cleve.op-

ment of raeval power, are evidently directly related to this.rrohlea
of military protection. In addition, bowever, the two further
rexaz.ea9c.L1on3, a :c; the necessity of adopting viaorou3 policies
of governmental encouragement to fundraentrl reuearch anu to iuc:ustrial
development in the generr.l field of nucleonies, are regarded by the

Coo ittee as themseelvee essential to the r+es.intennnoe of a sufficiently
u:.ve,need aeimntific and technical position so that the military

protection of the country will be assured. The Committee believes
that a strong development of the science and technoloj;y of nucleonics

would in any ciu a ;,e r., major national anret.

The tech! icai reooaeendationa a ate at the eras of the report
are presented without detailed di.acu..Talon of the ccnrideratioas on
stab they are based or the eonsec,uenceec afbicb they entail. This is
done partly In t .Interests of brevity and clarity of ezy,res31on,
and partly in order to mfalce ti first revert porsibl at this tina.
It ie the inte:n.ton of the Ca sitter to eemrlify the report from
tiste to time by preknenting <pae:ndlcas which include more detailed
diacusdions. In the 4auntime, the re cadr.tione+ as nude present
the well considered views of the Committee an the technical aspeatr

of a proper postwar policy.

In tdd.itioa to conniderir the technical mattes upon
which the Conai.ttee wr.a ~pecifically a:iked to report, the Gor.,nittee
has chino given some ttentToii to adsinistrc.tlve r;ue:ation9, --rose
the seientin x interviewed have thrstaaelve:= ex;,reaned much interea:it
and s:octncern im°-ruch natters, ince the po ;eibility of any
reconsenwedd, technical :rogra.m i; itraeif ;:urtli dependent on the
administrr,tive fra ework within which it oi.erctes. In vie+r of this
interrelation between technical and edoieaintrative )ograihilitles,
the Goo-lttee sren amts in the r,,.xt section a nu ier of comments

on tiv1,n.irii;:traLive t.ter , reserving its definite rear sencr,Liueas

on tascheaiaitl nritt;rs for the final section of the report.

I
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4. its on tdminlatrativv g4 re.

Tb*of aotivitiessin the field ofi slug nucleerhenergy in a matterof deep interest to all who are concerned with the military safetyof the country, and with scientific and industrial developsent inthe General field of nucleonics. Wise dacisions as to the nature
of this policy, arrived at as soon as may be practicable wouldserve to alley anxieties as to the.future now expreasec9 byscientists working in the field, and woule scale it ceossible toplan for postwar work with minimum losses due to interruption ofeffort and dispersal of , ersonnel.

Certain aamiaLstrative features of the present ,rogran ofwork in the field way be connssenterd on an follower -

a. At the present time, the entire program for rerrch,
develoipeent, production and utllixaation In the field of nuclearenergy is carried out uner the i.tmediate admin,-trrtive co::troland deta.ite,d r purvi,,ion of tiovernuesat.

In vlt-w of the alone relation of work on nuclear energyto nattori:::t c'efe:a::v, it a,),,erxrt+ to the Cornittee that poe,twarwork in this: field bou1d still regain unc.er the general acni.nis-tretiva central of :;c:varrnnunt.

h. 'she preaeot agency of Government principally concerned with
the direction cf the progrne is. the "'nr Department. The actual work iscarried out pertly by t.lreeuy.-e$tabjiuhed government laboratories,but largely by extensive sireiel laboratories and a areaeufmcturing
plants which have been set up for the purpose through governmentcontracts with unlvera!ties and industrial compriniee.

In the opinion of the Cox;Jtt.oe, ooa;3ideration should begiven to the poatuar establishment of a special government authorityfor the control. of funds and distribution of work in the field ofnucleonic:. This posty& r authority nhould have nilittary as well ascivilian members, but it in felt that the project should not beunder the immediate dl.: ctioa of the rarmec Services: except for
thorn developments of 'a strictly military nrfure. The agencyshould determine the diztribatirn of work ueg governat,ai.iitary and civil ieboratorierr, acs. ercic ire .titutitnto and iudu,-trialorganisations. Inro_f&r no security requirements permit, it wouldappear importnt to promote sup;;lenent:,ry independent scientificand technical.developmente by aosdeemic Pmd indu:-trial lr_boratories,

{ . _,w: nrlrrrg Ite eat?.y

0615:', ,II:rI;JwiR1 iI)' is
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under the general .Cat' inietrative control but not detailed supervision
of Government. The authority ahoula also am that proper steps are
taken to survey and insofar as feasible control the sources and sup-
plies of the fundasental materials uraniue and thorium.

c. The pre!'+snt program it a Tory large and expe::::
with the pur?eee of achieving maxim's speed rather than eeonony, and
entirely financed by Government.

It np earn clear to the Connittee that the total ,;oatvar
goverssment ±asdget for work in the field of nueleonice will have to
be such smaller than that which has been ap,.ropriete in wartime.
Nevertheless, it iK felt that fundrnante.l reaeerch in the field
should be carried on at a substantially undiminished rate.

d. Substantially the sole purpose of the present pro;{rasw In the
developuent and production of powerful weapons for uxa is the present
war.

In the opinion of the Coeamittoe, rostwt'r rolicy ahoulc. be
concerned not merely with the development of nilttary wpepar,3, but
with the general development of the field of nue eonics including
possible peacetime applies Lions.

e. At present the scientific ersonnei eng gad on various .,hbses
of this work hats been largely drawn frov the Funivernities. 'Chi: has
led to a camplcte interruption of the training of you:.; ono in the
fund**.sental icoowledge of nuclear physics en,', chemistry.

In the future it Ls essential that able young morn fracas
inter rated in r:uelwr;nics and thoroughly trained in its fua3da:.aeentalr.
The university dcp;rsments of phy:,ica Amu chemistry snot hc:ve their
etreagth reitoree :in9 if ;)or--slble eugnented. '"tudenta at r17. ?evoln
must be enccuraaved. To avoii:' a :eriour hiatus In the nup,.ly of such
men appn-opri$te utepr onouild be initiated now.

f. in the interests of nailitory security, the ;,resinit programs is
carried out un-;er a policy which enforcep utmost secrecy au to the
nature, extent nuui rc ult3 of the work end. which provides for eompsrt-

nentaliasation of effort with severe restrictions on the f'lov of
scientific and technical informattion between different groups of
acientiats and industrialists.

The Cosanittee expresoes e,,,.royal of the war Was policy of
ns.iutuiniag utecet secrecy concerning work on the utilisation of
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nuclear energy, including restrictions on tht flow of in.°orsestion
between cifferent :rouwa eorkin,; In tn- fiel:. The postwar
policy ats to uecreey, unpeCt! .ly ',fter dt cn:.tmted rrilit,ory ur-e
of the ae", or, c..n he r§lhxocl is, cei t,-ia t:.;yect:, to udvuntuge,
sin" n viler dires..stn^ t.t_on of ,.cie,.t1f:.c ssad tachnicc;l k iowledge
rill 'can to 'ire id ro,;rot-,. HH,_v,rthelotsa the Co,wdttee is
of the oainf.on the:tm:ach ic,forn' tion i,,. to aciantiftc e.n4 Leobnic*1
result:, L9 to -rtAods of n r:t.et'r.cturing a.ctiv6 r :tari,.la, av to
the suture +nd soac of oso of aa111tcr}' ass=. :;n, u:.d us to lucatious
or tirq r..cha'la mil! t'_11 '.'v. to t I:.ept =ts secret a3 ;.ractiatable
in the po,-,tnrr -er1od. The frequent arg::r,ct -- tho.t tiee infors.tioo
Will le"ka nit s.nghcw -- doss not see-m" that 10 diseseaalnution cannot
be tsc;.*rt+*nt1} del=ycd by an !qrrpriate security policy. And the
other fre usnt eergument - ths:t vai11tary nafety depends priwrily
on kaeuinx nhet. in thF developmwnt of suy:erior uscler,.r ti+et.,.one --
dooa act cover th^_ vhole story ir, tt c itaotion are even less well
developed asr x nr a:-y :.ovortktelers be Siffloient to produce dis-
asttrous results 1'.' u'.ed dust prior to u formal aclaration of war.
On the other hx.1 to ;;o-...,ittee a ,h'ot es the dtuiti yiti offeot
of too Well eecrecy on, fur;,;-2eotr 1 rcrat.rch skid or. the trhininp, of
ymm g clentf r tb in thi--£irsld. 1ietnev, in the z;ir3tsSro+9 oi' it erl tionrsl
as;rM<.aerit2 to thf; ^octrr.ry, ;hc Coy-_.ttc ':m:.Icves L.';:eo as well corn-
sicered ,G:t,rhr .:.ecurlty v,"Ic.y will h..ve to be es;tb?bllshe in which
cr.reful eonai;:aration I; , iv'rn t tho rtlutive ac:v,ot4ges: r.nd
di:,idv2uta;sC a'" e..ch ;.ro.'o ,d dirclorurc Di tnfora:.t.ion.

rneuNrwr;,yi ,Hear ,.. t,rotnb'W nv saW



5. Technical iiacosameta sa bona.

LA the light of the ,previously-stated conviction that
sanitary considerations aunt be per aount in the field of nucleonics,
the Committee ahkes the followiag reco ndationc as to the technical
aspects of the ;,oster .,olicy of overnments

a. ration of p235. The :,overnaent should arrange for continued
doveiQpaatent end operation of the existing plants for the manuf4cture
of 02 , using the methods of diffusion through membrane:, of thermal
diffusion and of electromagnetic reparation, until it has become clear
which method or combination of methods is most advsntageoun. fork on
existing plants should be aup,;lezented by research and design studles
of possible basic improvements in the separation methods employed
which miht chwnge their relative advantages In addition research
ahojla be encouraged on the posaibls separation of Q by centYiMga
motho<.s, by alternative electromagnetic methods, by chemical exchange
proceseea, or by other methods not noa developed. S;*cLal attention
shoal be given to procesaas which might be carried out tsuccedsfully
with such wall :toile apparatus as to escape notice. The operation
of existing plants should in any cargo he continued for the. production
of t.uch meounty of active material as are needed for ailitary severity,
for use in scientific Lzd an;ineeriog tnve?tigotions, 2nd for use in
any L3:uatrinl asp.lications th:t may be authorized.

o. ?.^o uctlon of 239 Lard glee. The Government eho.ala srrcn;e for
Continued etu.ly and operation of the existing graphite p1lea for the
ennuf acture of plutonium, imtil the oteatir-.lities of thin method of
procucin= active u::terial ht;ve become clear. The operation should
ala;o be continued to produce plutonium for the previously mentioned
military, invectil,°r_tionrl and indu9trir.. reeds. This opo.rrttion should
he supplnmentnd by research atld design mtudiesi on improved production
piles, ;ivin. coma derrtic,n to alternative aoder,:tors oncx coolants.
In this: eo:uz%,ction it i> clrcL:ty clear th!st heavy vote: '.:oald have
some inpor tint c.dvant;:geia over gr:..yhito as a mo:orator, that the use
of teryl1ium as c moderator must be con: i sered, xsnd thr t coolants other
th;tcn air or mater present important p: ibilitiea. The develop ant
work on ;,ilex: for the production of U 3s which has been xturted should
be continues:. The theoreticl.. eoueiderstiona of the posaibi:sties
of the complete 'turning of urrnium and thorium which have been
:;Yitia ed sho 1c be coo, nue:h. Specixsl attention ihoul-i be riven to
tha ror,ri;Rility thst U"'°33 cou:;: be zuitir,li ; in aunt if xilofe o
undergo fission in the center of thorium obeorber where fresh U`'-
xo.a1c he produced by neutron capture.
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e. DIIiLa f lFeepons. The Government should continue the development
of leer weapons rr, a project of overriding urgency so long as
national security may be endangered. Nuclear fission bombe of
grestly improved efficiency are eerthinly in eight, and thereto-nuclear
bombe of ten thousand fold greater power nay even be feasible. These
latter would permit an enemy in a single day preoeding dselarstion of
hostilities to carry out en action which sight be decisive for the
outcome of n war. :-tudies of the possible u:'e of fission products
as rndlaaative poisons should be un. erteken at such rriority -,e is

necessary for military security.

d. Powgr trnduetian. The Government shoals initiate and push; a: an
urgent project, research and devele;rmeent studies to provide power
from nuclear sources for the aro,.ulsion of naval ve:seaela. It eight

be advisable to authorize the Initiation of the%e atadiec at once,
without waiting for the p*rtwar period, in order U, utlaixe :aeienti.ic
;wrsomel e1Tre y PwMle+r with pile theory had o; ersation. he
d.eveio ent of fission pi'-e- Rolely for the production of power for
ordin-ry coa:neerciJl u>;P doer.. aot ep,;-ur,r economictd.ly sounds nor
advisable from the mint of -ri*ew of prsjervin, naational re ourcees.

e. I dasfeztal Ragggroh. she Goverrnent :aho.,li ,ur:-iue ,olicy of
via.,orous eneouragenent to funrs:E.nentx:l rsrset.rch in the general field of
nuclwraics. Such research should include studlee of the physical,
chemical, meteJlurgioal nd nuclear properties of material-s useful as

or--rvvctrcnt?e, nuclear car ir' rsactione,_
uae:jl for caoe.tructiou, ahieldiin and control. F.esenrch siwul . also
include studies of the ?hyeic;' and cheeixtry of the ficrion pro-uct.a
pro used in pilo operation, and of ieotopeo that can be ;:roduced by
ezpo urx to pile neutrons. Separation nathodes for the roc?uction of
lsotore:s in general from ndural moteriale hv::ld also be invectigatod
at the research level. The ap;ilication of lzotopos as tracers and
agents in biological and wedical research should be pushed. The
thcrapcutlt use of isotoper. end of radiation from piles should be
inveestig ted. Attention shoal.; be given to the con:atr:rction of mall
enriched piles which would be e,apecially u. eful for scientific inc

coeereinl ap,.licationt. Above all, however, a atron7 s'. w ek
should be nade on the basic -lrohltm4Z of nuclear *structure in order
to provide a sound nuclraar theory which can be ,4pplled to neutron,
chain reectiona, thermo.ruclear re=ction-., mad other nuclear aroaessei.
It will be :;uch .,tudiat^ wti7a.ted by ;?ciantific caw:;ie'erutionr thu.t
asps expected to diuclo a th3 most i&a,xart ant uni`ore o:;n i'a3amities
that lie in tht. field of nucloonics.
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f. Industrial Uevelo t. The Goverweent sfwuld ;Aireve a policy of
vigorous encouragement to the develop .nt of a btrong nucleonics
induntry. Inotopee isolated fro* the fission prodvots of piles or
directly produced by neutron combar3amt in piles eho'ald be made

eoamereimlly aeailablet. They will find applieetions as trebers in
scientific and technoiogicrl atudi®a, as therapeutic agents In
medicine, and as concentrated sources of radiation or energy for
gas in attacking special problems as in rediogrnphy, geophysical

exploration, illrainntion, pa.ck.ae,ed power prvcuetion, and other
fields. Attention shoul.:l be g!yen to the direct use of radiation

truce actives pilee,for nedit:ml tres.;,asnt and for praiuciug useful

eodifioationro in the stracturcl r,ropertien of solids, or for inducing

desirable chemical reactions.

The development of c ntr g nucii3onic9 indu,-try is regarded
by the %o teni ttee a& b very iapcrr tent wee . of inaurin; nation"'
superiority in the new fiei . At the start much a development would
require rzp?ort Iron the Qov+taaaea' gal- _h at Ore sent controls- all raw
materials, production plants, fissionable n teritals and fi:,sion
products. gorrover, the oosaeroil.gplicativnx alrettly in night
axe not sufficient to give assurance that a major non-military
indn-,try could he developed- in the iraediat., future. In the long
time future, however, Kroith of h sell-r+u; ;rortiri irdurtry of
treat magnitude +ano nervy r a,aif ioatioun L,ggmr possible.

Dr. T. L. Lewis

Rear kcniral F. V. Mils 'Ok-14

Lr. H. L. Sn,Yth

r. Tolman, Ch.irmtn

1z
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Aaoomdaz to Section 2

Report or Coaaittse on ?oatwaer Pol&cr

Parsons Ftw Have Prevented Pieces to Cammt!'ttee

Oft E L I r.

Dame Lpbor-tore note 8rx" Leborntory Note

Lbelsoa, Dr. P. H. }1iiL
Lilbse:oa, Dr. S. K. Chicago-
A]varez, Dr. L. T. Loc Alamos
Andorsoa,7r. H. L. Chicago
:tackier, 1)r. P. P. Loan Alamos
Pmthe, Dr. H. A. Los Alamos
worst, Dr. L. B. ' Chicago
Drobeek,kr. 1. N. California
Brawn, Dr. H. S. Chicago
Cohen, Dr. K. P. Columbia
Cohn, Dr. P. Chicago
Conptoa, Dr. A. H. Chtcesgo

Cooltsey; Dr. D. California
Cooper, Dr. C. M. Chicago
'tar 23., Dar. C. D. Chic,-!go
Creutz, Dr. E. C. Chicas;ro
Crist, Dr. F. H. Columbia
Jutrtiu Dr. if. J. Chi^rHo
Baapseter, Dr. A. Fl. Chicago
Dosn, Dr. R. L. Ch i ohpo
Dunning, Dr. J. R. Columbia
gin, Dr. J. C. Col-mbia

Zmett, Dr. P. H. Columbia
Feral, Dr. E. Loc Alamos
Prank, Dr. J. fhirantio
Gibbs, Capt. D. H. NFL
iuno, L r. R. NRL
Hil'aerry, Dr. H. Chicago
Hognesas, Dr. T. i.. Chicago
Jerkins, Dr. D. A. California
Johnnoii, Dr. Chit .go
Kennedy, L_. J. H. Lon Llama
Kiiputrick,Dr, W. Columbia

i Kistlakownky,Dr.G.B,
i,a Lawrence, Dr. E. ().
a - Leverett, pr. 1. C.
i Morrison, Dr. P.

Rulliken, Dr. ri. S.
m Hordheia, Dr. L. W.
a Ohlinger, Dr. L.
i,as Op;.e heiaq!r, Dr. F.
a Oppenheiaer,Dr.J.H.
t,m Paareonc, Capt. R. S.
i,a Heyaoids, Dr. V. B.
i,a C eaborg, Dr. G. T.
i,r Segre, Dr. E.
i,ra Seitz, Dr. F.
as l.ck, Dr. P. O.
1 .with, Dr. C. 5.
i Snell, Dr. A. H.
m 30eds:Fr Dr. H.
I'm Szilard, Dr. L.
I'm Taylor, Dr. H. S.
1 Teller, Dr. F.
1 Dray, Dr. H. C.

Va euren,Ada.A.H.
Vernon, Dr. H. C.

i VonNeumann, Dr. J.
i Weinberg, Dr. A. U.
i lrhitaker, Dr. U. D.
i ' ileon, Cr. Ft. D.
S Pollas-s, Tr. E. C.
a Young, Dr. A.
i . Zinn, Dr. H. H.
a Zirkle, Jr. F . tE.

1 irigrer, Dr. E. P.

Los Alaaos a
California I

Chicago i

Chicago i

Chicago i,a

Chicago i,m
Chicago i

California i

Lop Alamos i,a
Lou Alamos i,m
California a
Chicago I

Lor Alamos M

'Chicago i
'Columbia I

Loa Alasaeoe a
Chicago a
Chicago a
Chicago i

Col:nabis i
Loa .Alaws a
Columbia I'm
NiL - i
Chicago 1

Lots Alamos a
Chicago I

Chicago I

Lou Alamos a
C hicago as

Chicago 1
Chicago 1
Chicago m

Chicago a

Kf.v I interview
a - aenorandum
Chicago' includes= the Wetrallurgica,l, Clinton, '.nd

Argonne laboratories
A total of 66 per:one are lis:tod ctxsve. Of ttsese, 44 were interviewed
and 37 submitted aenoranda. (15 "re interviesed and presented aseaor;tnaa).

H
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2G July 1945

Dear Dr. Oppenneimer:

You will recall that at the 11 May meeting of the
Committee the Scientific Panel was requested to submit recom-
menda-ions on future policies in this field. Your report of
16 June, which you submitted as a partial answer to this question,
has been of material assistance to the Committee in its delibera-
ytions; however, it is felt that the Committee's thinking on this
matter has now reached a point where more detailed recommendations
will soon be needed. The Committee therefore requests that the
Scientific Panel submit in considerable detail its recommendations
pertaining to the research and development programs in this fielu
for the future.

In making the study, the Panel shpuld feel free to, , .

obtain the aavice of other scientists and engineers now concerned
with the project and to associate with themselves for the study
such of these men as they may desire. The program should be
considered as far_ag_possible without reference to future organi-
zation since no one can now tell how the government will eventually
handle this matter. The study should eventuate in a report which

could he placed in the hands of those who will have the over-all
authority at-some Y ,er ime: -It iz,haped-the r -Lo enu d be-
ready not later than October 1, 1945

The Committee feels it important to have clearly defined
objectives stated in each of several important areas such as: future
military uses, power production, industrial or civic uses of low
level power, the thorium prograa., improved processes for separation,
basic research in chemistry, basic research in nuclear physics. It
is hoped that the Panel in its report will not only define such ob-
jectives but indicate the scale of effort which in their opipion
should be maintained in each case in the postwar world. In particular,
the Committee would like to know approximately how many of each of
the following category of scientists and engineers should be concerned
full time with the work required for reaching each objective:
(a) scientists of the standing of members of the National Academy;
(b) engineers of the standing of the top group in leading concerns;
(c) experienced physicists and chemists at or above Ph.D. level; and
(d) engineers and technicians with collegiate training. The Committee

further hopes that the Panel will where possible give an estimate of
the time required to reach certain of the objectives.

CLACC!CICATION CANCELLED
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At the present stage of discussion, it seems less
important to consider which phases of the worx should be done

by governiner:t agencies, which by industry, which in universities,
than to get a comprehensive picture of what is to be done and
have this picture in c r;aideratle detail. Furthermore, it will

be very important for those charged with determining future
policy in this matter to nave the Scientific Panel's judgment
as to relative priorities of work in each area and towards each

goal. It woulc seem to the Committee from the evidence already
presented that the field is so vast and the amount to be done
Sc greet that the ouestion of priorities is of the utmost im-

portance. In considering this entire matter, the Panel should
consider alternatives ba:>ea on different assumptions as to the
availability of the two strategic ma+er`_als. On account of the
limited sup;.lies of tubealloy, the cevelopment of the most effective

utilization of the raw material is obviously of prime importance.
This include-, the large stocks of partially depleted material now

in our hands. There are clearly two angles to this rroblem, first
the effective use of 115" and second the conversion of the other

isotopes.

The committee realizes that what is being askefi reouires

a great deal of study ano is by necessity only a first approximation.

Nevertheless, a clear technical outline,of the problems ahead is

essential for further natinn_l planning. General Groves and the

Manhattan District are as anxious as the Committee for the early
appearance of this reoort and at 1I Te ClAc to- -assist in any we-,-.

Very truly yours,

GEORGE L. HARRISON
Acting Chairman

Interim Committee

Distribution:

Copy #1. J. R. Oppenheimer
Copy #2. A. H. Compton
Copy #t. E. 0. Lawrence
Copy #4 Enrico Fermi

Copy #5. Interim Committee Files.

(This copy made for General Groves)
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May 16, 1945.

Dr. J. Y. Oppenheimer,
P. 0. box 160,
taste Fe, New Mexico.

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:

With the approvsi of the President, the Secretary
of War has appointed a small inter-departmental committee
under his chairmanship for the purpose of studying and re-

porting on the future course of the United States with re-

spect to the field covered by the Maiattan Engineer District.

The committee is anxious to invite a small group of

the scientific leaders in the field to meet with the committee

and give it the benefit of their ideas. With this in mind, the

committee hopes for an opportunity within the near future to

hear your views as well as those of Dr. A. H. Compton, Dr. E.

0. Lawrence, and Dr. Enrico Fermi. At the moment it is not

possible to designate a definite day for you to meet with the

committee, but every effort will be mace to accommodate the

time to your worK on the project ana to your personal con-

venience. While the committee will no doutt wish to asK you

questions it has formed no cefinite agenda for its meeting

with the scientific group, preferring that you feel free to

give your views on any phase of the problem that you may wish

to discuss.

In view of the fact that the appointment and work

of the committee is for the present closely guarded, it is

urgently requested that you regard its existence and its plans

as TOP SECRET.

The committee will communicate w_th you sometime

next week to arrange a mutually satisfactory time for you to

come to Washington.

Cordially yours,

rga%glhjes

GEORGE L. HARRISON !n
r-

For the Secretary of War.
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MWORANDUM TO 1Er. G. L. HAARRISCN

On 29 August 1944, I appointed a committee to look into the
postwar policies with respect to our project. The committee consisted
of Dr. R. C. Tolman, Dr. W. K. Lewis and Dr. H. D. Smyth; all of wham
were generally familiar with our project and Rear Admiral E. W. Kills,

USN, Assistant Chief Bureau of Ships. Although technically an alternate

for Admiral Mills, Captain T. A. Solberg, USN, actually participated in

all of the Committee's work. The purpose was to secure a considered
recommendation, from a technical standpoint, of the postwar policy for
governmental research and development in the field of utilizing the

potential atomic energy of uranium and plutonium.

This Committee was appointed for three reasons:

1. Because it was desired by Drs. Bush and Conant.

2. To convince the scientists that we were not forgetting

the postwar problems.

3. Because I felt it would be of considerable value to me.

No formal action was ever taken or, the report of this

Committee nor was any ever intended but its work was carefully review-
ed by me.

I am enclosing herewith a copy of their report dated Decem-
ber 28, 1944, together with three appendices, listing the persons
interviewed by the Committee, presenting certain views on the problem
of secrecy, and di6cussing the probable advantages from a logistic
standpoint of the possible use of nuclear energy for the propulsion of

naval vessels. These appendices were not formally adopted as a con-
ridered expression of the views of the Committee but none of the mem-

bers took objection to them.

While the Interim Committee will probably not wish to read
them in detail I believe it-would be desirable for you to have Lt

Arneson do so. Additional copies can be provided if you should ever

desire.

Sincerely yours,

L. R. GROVES
1.ia j or General, USA
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19 June 1945

on 29 August 1944, I appointed a committee to look into the
postwar policies with respect to our project. The committee consisted
of Dr. R. C. Tolman, Dr. VY. K. Lewis and Dr. H. D. Smyth; all of whom

were generally familiar with our project and Rear Admiral E..W. Mills,

USN, Assistant Chief Bureau of Ships. Although technically an alternate
for Admiral Mills, Captain T. A. Solberg, USN, actually participated in

all of the Committee's work. The purpose was to secure a considered
recommendation. from a technical standpoint, of the postwar policy for
governmental research and development in the field of utilizing the
potential atomic energy of uranium and plutonium.

This Committee was appointed for three reasons:

1. Because it was desired by Drs. Bush and Conant.

2. To convince the scientists that we were not forgetting

the postwar pro lens.

3. Because I felt it would be of considerable value to me.

No formal action was ever taken on the report of this

Cormittee nor was any ever intended but its work was carefully review-
ed by me.

I am enclosing herewith a copy of their report dated Decem-
ber 28, 1944, together with three appendices, listing the persons
interviewed by the Committee, presenting certain views on the problem
of secrecy, and discussing the probable advantages from a logistic

standpoint of the possible use of nuclear energy for the propulsion of
naval vessels. These appendices were not formally adopted as a con-
sidered expression of the views of the Committee but nd6e of the mem-
bers took objection to them.

"Thile the Interim Comittee will probably not wish to read
them in detail I believe it would be desirable for you to have Lt

Arneson do so. Additional copies can be provided if you should ever

desire.

Sincerely yours,

Inca -re}aort
L. R. GROVES

Major General, USA
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The Secretary of War,
War Department,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Secretary:

4

17 August 1945.

The Interim Commi`tee has asked us to report in some detail on

the scope and program of future work in the field of atomic energy.
one important phase of this work is the development of weapons; and
-aince thi-e is the prsobl-am -which. -has t aminoted our mar-time aotivitlei.
it is natural that in this field our ideas should be most definite

and clear, and that we should be moat confident of answering adequate-
ly the questions put to us by the committee. In examining these
questions we have, however, come on certain quite general conclusions,
whose implications for national policy would seem to be both more

immediate and more profound than those of the detailed technical recom-

mendations to be submitted. We, ther% fore, think it appropriate to

present them to you at this time.

1. We are convinced that weapons quantitatively and qualitatively

far more effective than now available will result from further work on

these problems. This conviction is motivated not alone by analogy
with past developments, but by specific projects to improve and multiply

the existing weapons, and by the quite favorable technical prospects of

the realization of the super bomb.

2. We have been unable to devise or propose effective military

countermeasures for atomic weapons. Although we realize that future

work may reveal possibilities at present obscure to us, it is our firm

opinion that no military countermeasures will be found which will be

adequately effective in preventing the delivery of atomic weapons,

The detailed technical report in preparation will document these
conclusions, but hardly alter them.

3. We are not only unable to outline a program that would assure
to this nation for the next decades hegemony ih the field of atomic

weapons; we are equally unable to insure that such hegemony, if
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achieved, could protect us from the most terrible destruction.

4. The development, in the years to c one, of more effective
atomic weapons, would appear to be a most natural element in any
national policy of maintaining our military forces at great strength;
nevertheless we have grave doubts that this further development can
contribute essentially or permanently to the prevention of wbr. Webelieve that the safety of this nation - as opposed to its ability to
inflict damage on an enemy power - cannot lie wholly or even primarily
in its scientific or technical prowess. It can be based only on mak-
ing future ware impossible. It is our unanimour and urgent reoommenda-
tion to you that, despite the present incomplete exploitation of
technical possibilities inithis field, all steps be taken, all neoes-
eary international arrangements be made, to this one end.

5. We should be most, happy to have you bring these views to theattention of other members of the Government, or of the American
people, should you wish to do so.

Very sincerely,

For the Panel

Cam'---- - -
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WAR DEPARTMENT
P. O. Box 261'

WASHINGTON. D C

Professor grnest 0. Lawrence
University of California
Berkeley, California

My dear Dr. Lawrence:

When Dr. Oppenhetner was here last week he asked is to send you
certain figures as to supplies of raw material, which I understand you
requested in connection with your work as the Scientific Panel of the
Interim Comsdttee. Owing to the highly secret character of this
information, I as sending it by courier. You will appreciate bow
tsportant - knowledge of potential.,oupplies would be to aRy foreign
nation. I therefore request that this letter be returned and that the**
figures be guarded from all persons other than the actual panel members.
The following figures give the estimates which were given to Dr.
Oppenheimer. I have no confidence in this.

1. Primary ]taw Material.

Concentration greater than 10%

In sight 2 x 104 tons
Presumptive 5 x 104 tons (additional)

Concentration 0.1 to 10%

In sight 3 x 104 tons

b.

presumptive 105 tons (additional)

c. Concentration 0.05 to 0.07%

Presumptive 4 x 105 tons

2. Secondary Raw Material

Supply essentially unlimited.

Dome people believe that all of the above material could bepirofitably
processed but such a feeling seems to ignore sound economics if military
use is disregarded. The figures given are lust guesses and are con-
siderably different from those available last year.

Sincerely yours,
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WAR DEPARTMENT
P. U. Br x 2410

WASHINGTON D, C.

29 August 1946

W MORARDUM to Mr. George L. Harrison.

1. As a result of your letter of 20 July 1946. requesting the
Scientific panel to submit in considerable detail its recommendations
pertaining to the research and development pregren in the atonio energy
field for the future, Professor Lawrence, Professor Urey, and others
working on the report have asked for considerable detailed information
of a top secret category. For a emple, Professor Grey has asked for
past and predicted production figures for all of the major pleats,
operating efficiencies, and other related performance data that we have
restricted to a very small number of individuals in the organization.
They have also asked for exact figures on availability and costs of
procuring and refining raw materials. I have authorised the release
of some general information on these items but I do not consider that
exact figures on production and efficiencies of plants are necessary
to enable the Scientific Panel to report on the items mentioned in your
letter of 20 July. Moreover, I would not be willing to have these
figures disclosed without my personal approval of the methods used in
determining then and this I do not have the time to do.

2. I an inclosing * draft of a letter to Dr. Oppenheimer which
you may find useful in the preparation of a suitable letter.

L. R. GROVES,
major General, USA.

Incl.i
Draft of ltr. to Dr.
Oppenheimer, 8/29/46



U August 1946

Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer.
P. 0. Sex 1663,
Santa To, Now Mexico.

Dear Dr. Oppenheimers

In my letter of 20 July 1945. requesting the Scientific Panel

to submit its recommendations pertaining to the research and development

program in the ataxia energy field for the future, I stated that it is

hoped the report could be ready not later thas 1 October 1948. In view

of the successful use of the ataxia bomb and the early sad of the War, At

now appears highly desirable that the report be ready even sooner if that

is possible.

In order to expedite completion of your report, I do not believe

it is advisable or necessary to attempt to include, comprehensive data on

production, performance, and costs of existing plants, and exact figures

on availability and costs of procuring and refining raw materials. Much

of this information is available to the Committee, from other sources, and

.I would prefer that you devote the time available to you to the preparation

of the requested recommendations with respect to research and development.

I would appreciate it very * oh if you would let as know when

I could expect to receive the report.

Very truly yours.

Distribution t
Copy . J. R. Oppenheimer
Copy #!. A. H. Campton
Copy #6. B. 0. lAwrsnoe
Copy #4. Enrioo Ferni
Copy #6. Interim Committee Files
Copy #6. Maj. Gen. L. R. Groves

OEOR0S L. HARRISON,
Acting Chairman,

Interim Committee.

CLASSIFICATION CANCELLEb
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August 31, 1945.

Dr. J. R. Oppenheicer,
P. 0. Box 1663,
Santa Fe, Now thexlco.

Dear Dr. Opponheixer:

When I wrote you. on July 20 requesting the Scientific

Panel to submit reoosscepdhLions an th' future research and develop-

ment program In the Yield of atomic energy, I expressed the hope

that "o-se i'SC ,e.nr?a tiOO could be in the :.ands of the Comaittse

by October 1. In vies of the increab3d tempo of events, the Con-

mittee woulc very much appreciate having your report before that

date if possibi'.

In order to speed completion of y.)ur report, you need

not nttamat to include oor:,rehenyivo dote oor. nroductiOn, performance,

and costs of existing plentsa, nor exact figares on availability send
coats of ,rocuring any refinir.b rea r..aterinle, since such of this
isfor,&tion is avai:abie t, the Committee from ,them ssourese. It
is felt that our needs would beet be net if you would set sales,
for they resent at :.enst, core:dere.tion of ninny of t t time con-
saming details amid cor.eeritrete on the broaaer aspects of future
rade:z.'ch anc devclo.'aant.

I should very :.uch a :raciEtft av'-ng your eeti,a.te of
when the report, reca of a1or. , t-.t: ':ne.^. li.cicrtited, can '. o cox,;ieted.

Her tr..'_y ''ury,

G .ORG 11. HA : I S:Ok

Actit:g Chairmen
Interim Committee

Distribution: CLA"^; cry
O

Copy #1.
Copy 02.

Copy #3.

J. R.
A. H.

1. 0.

Qppsnhoimer
Conpton
Lawrence

PJ C.4p!CELLED

Copy #4. $nrioo Fersai

C.,py #5. Interim Committee Filee

Copy #6. ilaj. Gen. L. R. Gruvee.
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NOTES OF INTERIM COMMITTEE MEETING
Thursday, u
T57M A.M. - : P.-Y.-

PRESENT i

Members of Committee

Dr. Vannevar Bush
Dr. Karl T. Compton
Dr. James B. Conant
Mr. George L. Harrison, Aotint Chairman

tl

By Invitation

Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves
Brig. Gen Kenneth C. Royall
Mr. William L. Marbury ) Consideration
Lt. George S. Allan ) of IV.
Lt. George M. Duff, Jr.

I. RECOMMENDATIONS FROM SCIENTIFIC PANEL:

The Committee considered a memorandum prepared by

Dr. Bush in oonsultation with Dr. Conant which they proposed

should be sent by the Committee to the Scientific Panel. The

memorandum requested the Panel to study in some detail the

future program of research and development in this field with

partioular reference to the scale of effort that shouldbe planned

for in terms of scientific and technical personnel and finanoial

outlay. Dr. Bush explained that it was thought desirable to secure

at this time the reoommendationa of the Panel-in detail so that the

Committee might gain a more specific understanding of the dimensions

of this subject and its implioations_to the oientifio resources

al

to
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of the nation and thus be in a position to consider the balance

that must be struok.between this program and other fields of

scientific research in the post-war period. The Committee

agreed that, subject to minor verbal changes, the memorandum

should go forward from Mr. Harrison to the Scientific Panel.

IT. BUSH-CONANT K ORANDUY CONCEREIIIG IIITERNLTIOIIAL RELATIOIS2

Drs. Bush and Conant planed before the Committee a

memorandum dealing with the question of establishing in the

United Nations organization some mechanism for international

control in this field. They pointed out in the discussion which

followed that the memorandum constituted only a tentative proposal

designed-simply to raise the issue. In receiving the memorandum

the Committee felt, as did Drs. Bush and Conant, that consideration

of this question should be deferred until after the Potsdam Conference

when the full Committee membership would be available.

III. EXCHANGE OF CABLES WITH THE SECRETARY OF WAR:

As a matter of information, Mr. Harrison read to the

Committee his exchanges of cables with the Secretary of War re-

girding the outcome of the teat. In this connection Mr. Harrison

raised the question whether a letter of congratulations should

be sent on behalf of the Secretary of War to Dr. Oppenheimer.

The Committee unanimously agreed this should be done.
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IT. LEGISLATIOWi

Dr. Bush reported that Senator Magnuson of Washington

was that day introducing a bill which followed closely the re-

oommendations made to the President in Dr. Bush's report "Soienoe.-

The Endless Frontier." Senator Kilgore probably would also

introduce a bill which would not follow the report so closely.

At this point General Royall and Mr. Marbury, and two

lawyers from the Manhattan District, Lt. Allan and Lt. Duff, joined

the meeting to go over the draft bill which has been drawn up by

General Royall and Mr. Marbuy. It was learned that Lts. Allan

and fluff had been working for some time in low York in gathering

together materials pertaining to such legislation and had compiled

a most comprehensive document. It was felt that they would be

aided in their work by having the benefit of the Committee's

discussion of the Royall/Marbury draft.

Mr. Harrison--suggested that the Committee should not

concern itself at this time with a line by lihe consideration of

the bill but should confine its discussion to general principles.

a. blame 3f Organisation. It was agreed that the

organization established by legislation should be known

as the "Commission on Atomic Energy."

b. Compensation. With regard to the members of

the Commission it was felt that they should not receive

a salary but rather a per diem so as to avoid making the
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positions susceptible to political pressure. With

regard to the administrator and deputy administrator

it was agreed that salaries should be on the order of

$16,000 and $12,000 respectively.

o. Composition. While it was agreed that no

member should be named as a representative of any

particular agency or interest, some divergence of

view developed concerning the provision in the draft

for two Army and two Navy officers out of a total of

nine members. Dr. Bush favored a commission composed

only of civilians, as did Dr. Conant; while General

Royall pointed out that in vi4 of the preponderance

of the military aspect of this field and the greater

likelihood of prompt Congressional action if this fact

were reflected to the composition of the Commission,

he felt that strong military representation was desirable.

Mr. Harrison suggested that the military interest would

probably be adequately protected by the existing provision

for a Military Board plus a new proviso to the effect that

the President should be empowered to turn this field over

to the military in time of war or'threatened emergency.

General Groves expressed the view that it would be desirable

to provide that some members should have military experience

but not that such members necessarily serve as representatives

of the Services.
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d. Control Over Research in the Universities.

Dr. Conant expressed concern about the,Aweeping powers

given to the Commission over research. While he recognised

the need for control of the material, he felt that it should

be possible to devise some quantitative measure whereby

university laboratories could use material and conduct

experiments in this field without endangering national

security while at the same time preserving considerable

fro-3dom to puruue basic research. Dr_ EFI= suggested

that such a measure might be devised in terms of energy

release. The Committee agreed that the bill should make

some positive statement requiring the Commission to define

some quantitative borderline. All agreed that the emphasis

should be in the direction of freedom of research in univer-

sities to an extent not incompatible with national security.

e. Basic Research. Dr. Bush strongly urged that the

bill should contain a positive statement of intent to the

effect that the Commission should normally depend on the

universities to carry forward the basic research program

in this field. He pointed out that unless this were done

the bill would be in direct confliot with his Foundation

bill, and would be a serious deterrent to the healthy advanoe

of fundamental knowledge in this field. The Committee was

1
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in general agreement with this view.

f. Censorship. Dr. Bush felt that the oensorshi-p

and security provisions of the bill were too broad. He

suggested that the law should permit any publication of

information in this field which did not endanger national

security and should require the Commission to draw up rules

which would implement this principle. It was generally

agreed that the advantage which the United States has in

restricted.

g. Patents. It was generally agreed that the section

on patents should empower the Commission to impose secrecy

orders on patents and prevent issue if and when the Commission

determined such action was necessary in the national interest.

h. Assets of the Combined Development Trust. It was

agreed that provision should be made in the law to empower

the Commission to take over American interests in any exist-

ing international agreements.

I. International Relations. Mr. Marbury pointed out

that it was not necessary to spell out in the bill any powers

with regard to entering into international agreements, for

the power to enter into any treaties in this field would

automatically stem from the law.
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j. General Accounting Office. It was ejreed that

thF bill should provide that the Cor.Lmiaeion would have

relationships to the General Accounting Office similar to

th,se of TVA. namely, that while the Commission would be

accountable to the GAO it should be empowered to certify

that certain expenditures were necessary in the national

y l.d.-aaccunting.

k. Miscellaneous. Other suggestions made by the

Committee members were an followst

(1) General-Groves. -- In addition to the four

Boards named in the bill the Commission should be

empowered to name "such other boards" as in its

discretion appear necessary.

(2) General Groves. -- The Administrator should

operate under general rules laid down by the Commission;

he should not be required to secure specific approval

from the Commission for individual decisions.

(3) General Groves. -- It would not be possible

to render a "complete" inventory of the holdings of

the Manhattan District in three months as provided in

the subject draft. The.reporting period should alsu

be put on a fiscal rather than a calendar year basis.

(4) Dr. Bush. -- Clerical and administrative

personnel should be under Civil Service, but scientific,
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technical, and legal personnel should be exempt.

General Royall pointed out that the bill did not

give the Commission any quasi-judicial power. The

Committee agreed that it should not have such powers.

The Committee also aagrsed with General Royall's view

that no power need be given the Commission in the

bill over exports and imports. It was agreed that

the language of the law should permit the Commission

to make payments for local taxes when circumstances

o warranted.

It was agreed that It.. Allan and Duff should redraft

the bill so as to reflect the suggestions brought out at the__.__

meeting as well as the more extended comments which Dr. Bush

and General Groves would prepare in writing.

V. NEXT MEETING:

No definite time was set for the next meeting. Dr.

Conant suggested that 2 August would be desirable from his

point of view.

R. GORDON ARNESON
lot Lieutenant, AUS

Secretary to the Committee.
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I. SV.DISH DEPOSITS OF iTRANID6L;

A memorsndum prepared by the British dealing with the

situation arisinG from the disoovery of large deposits of uranium

in Sweden was read by the Committee members. W. Harrison explained

that the Combined Policy Committee at its 4 July meeting had voted

unanimously that-prompt action should be taken to enter into a

political agreement with the Swedish Government with the object

of securing the fullest possible control over the deposits in

Sweden. Mr. Harrison reported further that the Secretary of State,

on being informed of this situation, favored prompt action along the

lines of a political agreement and stated to Mr. Harrison that the

resources of the State Department were available to that and, and

that he hoped action mould be initiated at once.

NABS, dale
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II. DRAFT 6TATI NTS OT PUBLICITY+

With regard to the draft Presidential statement the British

suggestions awre accepted by the Committee in moo.

Mr. Harrison reported that the British manifested some

concern about mentioning in the draft statement of the Secretary of

War the various processes employed and the tact that all of the

several processes had proven successful. In view of this objection

the Oosmdttee and that specific reference to processes should be

omitted but felt that there was no point in avoiding reference to the

fact that several processes were being successfully employed, for

this would be realised by any competent physicist as soon as the use

of the bomb was made public. It was reported that the British felt

that the Section I dealing with a resume of scientific discoveries

leading to the development of the bomb was misleading because it me

incomplete. In view of this, the Committee reed that this Section

should be abbreviated so as to mats only very general reference to the

universality of loiowledge in the field of nuclear physics before the

war without making rive mention of the contributions of partioular

scientists.

With regard to the scientific statement now in process of

clearance with the scientists of the project. Dr. Bush reported that

at the 4 July CPC meeting he had argued strongly that no useful pur-

pote would be served by withholding from the public the general
r
saientitio history of the project. At Dr. Bush's suggestion, the
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CaAined Policy Committee had agreed (1) that it should approve a

set of principles and condition governing the release of iateraatiaa

an this subject and (2) that the scientific release should be pre-

pared in line with these prinaples, with Sir James Chadwick being
41

authorised to olear the statement an behalf of the British.

III. Do.. MM S

As a natter of information, Mr. Harrison read his letter of

27 June to Dr. A. H. Compton which stated that the Interim Committee

felt it could not enlarts the Scientific Panel at this time. but that

the Scientific Panel should obtain from Dr. Dray and others such

vices on any phase of the project as they might oars to express.

and that the Panel should decide whether such views as are obtained

should be passed on to the Committee for consideration.

IV. THE BIG THESE C j

Mr. Harrison reported that the position tak9n by the Com-

mittee at its last meeting concerning discussion of this subject

at the "Big Three" Conference had been oo®mssioated to the Seore-

tary of war, and that the Secretary was in complete agreement with

the Committee's recommendation, particularly in view of the short

time between the Conference and the actual use of the weapon. The

Secretary of war had strongly endorsed the recommendation in speaking

to the President about it.
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V. LROISLATIOli

After considerable discussion of legislation to establish

a post.+ear Control Com fission, it was evident that there were meg"

unsolved probleos rhioh would have to be given careful considerations

particularly as regards the relationship of such a Cos iasion to the

organisation for general research proposed in Dr. Bush's forthcoming

report to the President. Mr. Harrison reported that in their think-

ing thus far General Royall and Mr. Marbury tended to favor a pro-

prietary status for the Comanission inasmmwh as this status would

provide greater power and freedom of action. Mr. Harrison expressed

the view that the present organisation, namely the Manhattan District*

should be kept in being until the now organisation established by law

could begin to function. The first waphasis should be to get the

Coamission established with full constitutional power to act and

then take up the details of internal organisation and the question

of relationships with the proposed general research ag ncy.

The Commmittee reed that Dr. Bush, with the assistance of

Dr. Conant, should draw up a it of principles which should be

furnished to General Rayall and W. Marbury as a guide in drafting

legislation.

VI. NUT MEETINGm

Since it was felt that the time of the next meeting would

be dependent upon the date'of the test, it was agreed that the next
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Members of the Committee

Hon. Ralph A. Bard
Dr. Vannevar Bush
Hon. J,ae. F. Byrnes
Hon. tilliaa L. Clayton
Dr. Karl T. Compton
Dr. James B. Conant
Mr. George L. Harrison, Acting Chairman

By Invitation

Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves
Mr. Harvey H. Bunny (discussion of item III)
rte. CrTiurP. Page

I. DRAFT STATIGlOTS OF PU ITYs

The Committee went over in detail three sets of state-

cents of publicity designed for use (1) at the time of the test;

(2) by the President; and (3) by the Secretary of War. It was

azrood that a sub-committee consisting of Mr. Page and a repre-

sentative from General Groves' Office should redraft the state-

ments an the basis of the detailed suggestions made by the

members of the Committee at the meeting and that the redrafts

should be transmitted to the Secretary of War for his approval

and tranemitted, in turn, by him to the President for his approval.

With regard to timing it was agreed that the President's

statement should be followed immediately by the release of the

eECUSSIFIED

444sy -! -- NASA, cab
7
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Secretary of War and the next day by the historical scientific

statement. Copy of all three statements should be released to

the press at the some time with the proviso that the scientific

statement be withheld until 24 houre after the simultaneous re-

lease of the other two statements.

General, Groves reported that Dr. H. D. Smyth of

Princeton was in charge of preparing the scientific release

and that it was in the final stages of completion. It was

now being cleared with the or participants in the project

to insure accuracy. He explained that carefully drawn criteria

had been established by which to determine what information

could properly be included in the report.

to ued after the test.a. Statement

In view of the time lag between the test and

actual use of the weapon the Committee felt that as little

information as possible should be released at the time of

the tent and that the release should be confined to the local

press. It was agreed that draft "A" should be the basic form

used whatever the extent of the damage, with the understanding

that reference to exploded gas shells should be made if it was

Decessary to evacuate and that a list of the dead should be added

if any fatalities occurred. The Committee realized that the final

decision as to the exact content of the statement would, subject

to the above considerations, have to be decided on the spot at

the time of the teat.
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b. Statement of the President.

The Committee considered the draft in detail and

suggested a number of changes for the guidance of the sub-

committee in rewriting the statement. It was aQree4 that

the substance of the last paragraph was a policy matter which

the President alone could decide and would have to be held in

suspense pending the outcome of the 'Big Three" Conference.

In any event, it was felt that it would have to be re-written

so as not to make any commitment concerning Lire establishment

of international control.

C. Statement of the $ecretar-, of War.

Detailed suggestions were made concerning changes to

be made. Particular emphasis was placed on making proper ac-

knowledgment of the activity of American scientists in this

field before the war, of the assistance of the Navy Department

on the project, and of General Groves' outstanding contribution

to the prosecution of the work. It was agreed that all specific

reference to the Quebec Agreement, the Combined Development Trust,

and negotiations and agreements with respect to the acquisition

of ore, particularly with reference to thorium, bhould be deleted.

II. POLICY WITH REGARD TO GENERAL AND CONTINUING PUBLICITX

AFTER USE=

HHarrisonarriarrison raised the question of the welter of

publicity which would arise from the release of the initial
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statements and pointed out that the nature and volume of this

publicity would be such that the Committee would not be prepared

to handle it. He suggested, and thre Committee agreed, that the

responsibility for the preparation of future releases should be

turned over to General Groves and Arthur Page. general Groves

said he would prepare a list of general 'rules to be followed in

handling future publicity and present they to the Committee for

approval.
I

III. CTAUS L TWQ OF THE QUEBEC AGREHAiENTs

At this point, Mr. . Bu dy entered the meeting and raised

the question of Clause Two of the Quebec Agreement which provides

that the signatories may not use the weapon against a third country

except by mutual cotsent. After some disauseion Cr. Bard made the

ion that toe Secretary of Year be advlpod that the Interim

Committee favored revocation of Clause Two by ae,,,^on, iate 191 on.

The motion was unanimously carried.

The committee recessed for luncheon

at lsl5 P.M. and reassembled at 2s00 P.M. All

-who were at the morning meeting were present

except Dr. K. T. Compton and Mr. Bundy.

IV. PFTITION THAT DR. UREY BE ADDED TO THE CIF81TIF PAHELs

Mr. Barrison explained that he had received a petition

from certain members of the Chicago Group at the Metallurgical
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Laboratory in Chicago and at the Clinton Laboratories requesting

that Dr. Urey be made a member of the Scientific Panel. The

Committee amreed that Dr. Urey should not be added to the Penal

and that in replying to the petition Mr. Harriaon should state

that the Scientific Panel would consult with Dr. Ure; from time

to time wit: regard to his views in his special field of competence.

V. LrMJXDATION8 OF THR SCIENTIFIC P096:

The recommendations of the Scientific Panel, transmitted

to the Secretary of War under date of lb June, were received and

read by the members of the Committee. These recommendations were

in three parts: (1) future policy with regard to research, develop-

ment, and control; (2) immediate use of the weapon; and (3) interim

program.

a. Future Policy with regard to Research Development,

and Control.

It was the consensus of the Committee, as expressed

by Dr. Bush, that consideration of the over-all post-war research

and development program should be deferred and that the Committee

at this time could properly consider only the problem of establish-

iag a Post-War Commission. Dr. Bush pointed out that any organi-

sation for control in this field would have to be integrated with

the general organization which was being recommended in his report

to the President to have charge of all governmental research and

development. Mr. Byrnes felt that the research aspects of this

I
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field should be tied in with the general governmental research

body but that a Poet-Nar Control Commission would have to be

established in addition. Dr. Bui thought that the Commission

should not itself serve as an operating agency but should be

a policy and control body which would farm out operoLionb under

contract. The Committee was in agreement with this view. In

discussing the membership of the Commission tue Committee took

t!1a position that civilian members should comprise a majority,

perhaps five out of nine, with two Army and two Navy members.

At the suggestion of fir. Harrieon, the Committee agreed that a

small sub-committee should be set up to work immediately to

study this problem in all its ramifications and prepare draft

legislation. It was further agreed that Mr. W. L. Marbury, Brigadier

General Royall and a representative from General Groves' Office

should constitute the sub-committee.

b. Immediate u3e of theweapgn

Mrr. Harrison explained that he had recently received

through Dr. A. R. Gompton a report from a group of the scientists

at Chicago recommending, among other things, that the weapon not

be used in this war but that a purely technical test be conducted

which would be made known to other countries. Mr. I:arrison had

turned this report over to the Scientific Panel for study and

recommendation. Part II of the report of the Scientific Panel

stated that they saw no acceptable alternative to direct military
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use. The Committee reaffirmed the position taken at the 31

May and 1 June meetings that the weapon be used against Japan

at the earliest opportunity, that it be used without warning,

and that it be used on a dual target, namely, a military in-

stallation or war plant surrounded by or adjacent to homes

or other buildings most susceptible to damage.

c. Interim Proerem.

The Committee approved the third recommendation of the

Scientific Panel to the effect that the directive to the Manhattan

Engineer District be extended to include work of post-war importance,

such work not to exceed an annual budget of $20,000,000.

VI. POSITION OF THIS $OBJECT AT THE PRIG THRBE" CONF C

In considering what might be said by the President

concerning the project at the "Big Three" Conference, the Committee

discussed at length the many ramifications that had to be taken

into account. In the hope of securing effective future control

and in view of the fact that general information concerning the

project would be made public shortly after the Conference, the

Committee unanimously agreed that there would be considerable

advantage, if suitable opportunity arose, in having the President

advise the Russians that we were working on this weapon with every

prospect of success and that we expected to use it against Japan.

The President might say further that he hoped this matter
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sight be discussed some time in the future in terms of insuring

that the weapon would become an aid to peace. The Committee

felt that, should the Russians press for more details, they

should be told that we were not read, to T a6- more imforsatioa

at present. The Committee agreed that under the provisions of

the Quebec Agreement this whole problem should be discussed with

the Prise Minister in advance of the Conference.

The Committee asked Ir. Harrison to sake known its

position, as stated above, to the Secretary of War.

VII. NEXT MEETING:

The next meeting was tentatively scheduled for Friday,

6 July 1945, at 9,30 A.M., the place of meeting to be determined

later.

The meeting admourned at 4115 P.M.

R. GORDON ARNESON
let Lieutenant, A.D.S.

Secretary.
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I . OP®IMG STATEMENT OF THE CHAIRMAII i

In opening the meeting Bocrot4a §timson praised the

unique contribution of American industry in the prosecution of the

war. He expressed his thanks to the industrialists present for their

special contributions and for their coming to most with the Cosasittes

to offer the benefit of their views.

The Secretary introduced the members of the Committee

and explained that it had been established by his with the approval

of the President in order to assist the Secretary and General

Marshall in making recommendations to the President concerning

control of this weapon during the war period and organization for

post-war control.

The Secretary assured the group that both General Marshall

and he were fully cognizant of the implications of our discoveries

in the field of nuclear energy. They realized that its potentialities

extended far beygod the immediate military uses which of necessity

in war time were their first concern. This development held tremendous

potentialities for the welfare of mankind and any consideration

directed toward control of the field had to take these implications

into account.

The Secretary expressed the hope that the industrialists

present night offer suggestions wits regard to the problem of inter-

national relations. He pointed out that a moat important factor in

making divisions concerning'the problem of international cooperation



was the question of how long it would take other nations to

catch up with the United States. Accordingly, the Secretary

was anxious to secure their estj.matea on this time factor.

II. COMPETITIVE LAGi

Mr. Carpenter pointed out that it had taken his company

twenty-seven months to complete the Hanford prgj*ct from the date

of receipt of the basic plans. In carrying forward the jot-of

industrial design, construction and actual operation, the Du Pont

Company enlisted the assistance of from 10,000 to 15,000 other

concerns. B;- being able to call on these other concerns for

assistance the Du Pont Company was able to complete construction

such more quickly than would otherwise have been the case. He

estimated that it would take Russia at least four or five years

to construct this type of plant even assuming that they had the

basic plans. Russia's greatest difficulty would be in securing

the necessary technicians and adequate production facilities.

If Russia were able to secure the services of a large number of

German scientists -- I. G. Farbenindustrie or Siemens -- they

would be able to proceed such more rapidly.

Mr. White, whose primary concern in the program has

been the operation of the Y-12 electro-magnetic plant, discussed

the great complexity of equipment required in production. He

stressed the advantage held by the United States in standardized

mass production. Special ceramics, a great number of vacuum tubes,

A
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special etaiziess steels, and a great variety of special products

were needed in his plant, and he doubted whether Russia would be

able to secure sufficient precision in its equipment to make this

operation possible. Yr. White stated that in his operation that

they were using more than 2,000 college graduates and nearly 1500

men of approximate college level, and more than 5,000 skilled

workers. In many cases it hhd been necessary to establish special

training schools to train the personnel in the operation of special

equipment. With regard to Russia potentialities he felt that one

of the greatest problems would be to secure the necessarily large

number of skilled workman and technicians at the college level.

In this connection EIr. Clayton expressed the view that we would

have to assume that Russia would probably have access to German

resources, scientists, and technicians.

Mr. Bucher estimated that if' Russia had the services

of the technicians and acientiate of Siemens and I. G. Farbenindustrie

she might be able to produce a sample of the electro-magnetic plant

in approximately nine months, but that it would tare a total of

three years to get into operation. He pointed out that major

problems in this type of operation were replacement parts and

extremely accurate precision tools. He estimated that Germany, on

the assumption of their having the basic information, would require

from 15 to 18 months to arrive at the production stage; Italy (Fiat)

15 to 18 months, and England possibly one year.
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Mr. R&ffert9 discussed briefly the process .splayed at

the gas diffusion plant at Clinton, Tennessee. First, the uranium

ore containing one-fourth of one per cent uranium is processed to

secure twelve per cent concentration. The twelve per cent con-

centrate is then reduced to a uranium salt from which is derived

the pure metal. The pure metal contains only seven-tenths of one

per cent uranium 235. The remainder is uranium 238 which is at

present non-usable. The next step is to convert the pure metal

(containing both 0 235 and U 238) to a gas by fluorination. In

the gaseous state U 235 is finally separated from U 238 by means

of extremely delicate barriers or screens. These barriers are

the very core of the process. The Clinton plant employs more than

five million of those. The gases are passed through approximately

4,000 stages of operation, a process which takes place under a

partial vacuum and requires the use of approximately 8,000 compressors.

In order to control the process at all stages an elaborate instrument

control system was installed. Mr. Rafferty estimated that Russia

would require ten years to build this plant if she had no basic

knowledge given to her. He considered Russia's chief lack to be

experimental engineers. It would take her at least five years to

develop the barrier which is so Important to the process. While

Russia may be able to get information concerning the barrier through

espionage after the war, he estimated that in any event it would

take her three years to get a gas diffusion plant into operation.

.
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The meeting reeeeaed for luncheon at 12i3o

and resumed at 1145 P.Y.

BAST-WAR ORGANIZATION - VIEPS OF THE INDDSTRIALISTSs

Yr. &rnee sexed the group for tneir views concerning

the type of organization that should be established after the

war to carry on the program. In supplementing this question,

Are Y.ari T. Compton pointed out that a very real problem was

how best to organize so ac to realize all the potentialities of

the field with due regard for the industrial aspects.

Mr. Rafferty thought that the present partnership of

industry, the universities, and Government should be -continued.

Yr. Bucher recoramended`that the present organization

be kept in being for at least another year. He stressed the

need for more fundamental research with some provision whereby

the results of such research, particularly with regard to power,

could be made available to industry. In this connection, Dr.

Karl T. Compton suggested that it would be desirable for particular

companies to retain a nucleus of research people to evaluate the

potentialities in this field as they were uncovered by government-

sponsored fundamental research.

Mr. Carpenter pointed out that industrial participation

in this endeavor had been, and probably would continue to be, at

the operating level. He stressed the need for a great deal more
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fundamental research. Industry was not in a position to conduct

research an an adequate scale; therefore, the government should

assume responsibility for fundamental research with adequate pro-

vision for the encouragement of practical research in industry.

He was deeply convinced that the all-encompassing nature of this

development was so vast that it could not be left to industry.

In the national Interest it was imperative that the government

assume the preponderant role. He held that it was necessary not

only for the government to sponsor and control a large-scale program

of fundamental research but also that it assume responsibility for

securing controlling supplies of uranium. He recommended the

following program:

1. Accumulate a stock pile of bombs.

2. Put the plants in a stand-by status.

3. Concentrate on fundamental research.

4. Secure controlling supplies of uranium.

With regard to 2 abov.; Dr. Bush pointed out that it would

be necessary to continue some production of material for use in

fundamental research and that access to operating plants would be

necessary for the carrying on of certain experimentt.

As the representatives of industry

were leaving the meeting, Mr. Carpenter expressed

on behalf of the industrial group very great appre-

ciation for the excellent job done by General Groves
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In carrying the current program forward.

The Committee reassembled at 2:15 P.Y. In

Mr. Harriaon's office.

IV. POST-WAP. ORGA IZATION - COMMITTEE DISCUSSION:

rX.. Cogent reported that the four scientists had com-

pleted their memorandum on poet-war organization and were sub-

mitting it to the Secretary of War through Mr. Harrison. Dr.

Conant sire-mod -Lhagreat cospl.exity of this problem and the

need for securing as members of the board of directors men of the

highest competence and wisdom.

Dr. Bush stated that the organization proposed by the

four scientists need not be concerned at this time with the problem

of an over-all post-war research organization for national security.

He said that one of the problems with which the board of directors

would have to concern itself was the question of the allocation

of material, such as loans to universities and other research groups.

He pointed out that the univerkAties not only would went access to

certain quantities of material for research purposes, but also access

to pi-lot "plants.

Dr. Comgton expressed the conviction, which was agreed

to by Dr. Conant, that the Interim Committee was not competent to

decide upon these detailed questions, but rather that it was responsible

for recommendations leading to the establishment of a permanent organi-

L

1
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sation which would be competent to deal with these questions.

It was Wood that the organisation paper from the scientists,

when received, should be considered a basis for the drafting of the

necessary legislation.

V. GUARD A?PROP$IATION9i

gffieral Groves reported that current appropriations for

the project wold run through June of 1946. Yr. Byrnes pointed

out, however, that in the event that the war ended before the and

of June 1946 Congress would be disposed to cancel all outstanding

authorisations. IL this event the Committee would be faced with

the immediate problem of taking up with Congress the question of

continuing appropriations and in so doing it would be necessary to

furnish an estimate of the costs involved.

General Groves reported that the five Congressmen when

he rec_nt1, took on a visit to the project in Tennessee were very

much impressed with the plant and appeared to be most appreciative

of that magnitude and national importance of the program.

VI. 04 OF THE jBOiBI

Yr. Bvrnea recommended, and the Committee agreed that

the Secratary of War should be advised that, while recognising that

the final selection of the target was essentially a military decision,

the present view of the Committee was that the bomb should be used

against Japan as soon as possible; that it be used on a war plant
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surrounded by workers' homes; and that it be used without prior

warning. It was the understanding of the Committee that the

small bomb would be used in the test and that the large bomb (gun

mechanism) would be used in the first strike over Japan.

VII. PU LICITI:

Mr. Harrison pointed out that the discussions and

tentative conclusions of yesterdayta meeting had already rendered

obsolete the draft Presidential statement prepared by Arthur Page.

In the past few days the Secretary had held discussions with

Generals Marshall and Arnold concerning targets and would probably

discuss this question further'with Admiral King and General Marshall.

This Committee was not considered competent to make a final decision

on the matter of targets, thie_being a military decision. Accordingly,

Mr. Harrison suggested tngt he be empowered by the Committee to confer

with those members of the Committee who would be available as the

situation with regard to targets developed and to have prepared

new draft statements for the consideration of the full Committee

at its next meeting.

VIII. LEGISLAT:

Mr. H4rrison urged 'that prompt consideration be given to

the problem of drafting the necessary legislation. It was suggested

that the memorandum of the four scientists could be used as a basis

for the draft. The Committee agreed that Mr. Harrison should proceed,
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with the assistance of those members of the Committee who were

available, with the preparation of an outline of major points

to be Included :n a bill for study by the Committee at its next

meeting.

IX. r1UT M-U'I_NGs

It was agreed that the next meeting should be held at

9i30 A.Y. Thursday, 21 June 1945, the place of meeting depending

upon the schedule of the Secretary of War.

It was agreed that the Committee should consider

organisation proposals and the requirements for legislation.

The Committee would also consider at that time the situation

with regard tb publicity.

Tne meeting was adjourned at 330 P.Y.

R. GOH)DN Ai,i.E&3N
let Lieutenant, A.O.S.

Secretary
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NQTE§ OF THE INTERIM COMMITTEE MEETING
THU1SDAT, 31 Kir 19,L5

10800 A.M. to 1115 P.M.- 2115 P.M. to 4115 P.M.

PRESENT:

Members of the Committee

Secretary Henry L. Btiason, Chairman
Hon. Ralph A. Bard
Dr. Vannevar Bush
Hon. James F. Byrnes
Hon. William L. Clayton
Dr. Karl T. Compton
Dr. James B. Conant
Mr. George L. Rarrison

Invited Scientista

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
Dr. Ennrico Fermi
Dr. Arthur H. Compton
Dr. E. 0. Lawrence

By Invitation

General George C. Marshall
Major Gen. Leslie R. Groves
Mr. Harvey H. Bundy
Mr. Arthur Page

I. OPENING STATEMENT OF THE CHAIRMANi

Secretary Stimeon explained that the Interim Committee

had been appointed by his, with the approval of the President, to

make recommendations on temporary war-time controls, public announce-

ment, legislation and post-war organization. The Secretary gave

high praise to the brilliant and effective assistance rendered to

the project by the scientists of the country and expressed great

i.r,.:y f FC.t N EL._FD
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appreciation to the four scientists present for their great con-

tributions to the work and their willingness to advise on the

many complex problems that the Interim Committee had to face. He

expressed the hops that the scientists would feel completely free

to express their views on any phase of the subject.

The Committee had been termed an "Interim Committee"

because it was expected that when the project became more widely

known a permanent organisation established by Congressional action

or by treaty artangements would be necessary.

The Secretary explained that General Marshall shared

responsibility with him for making recommendations to the President

on this project with particular reference to its military aspects;

therefore, it was considered highly desirable that General Marshall

be present at this meeting to secure at first hand the views of the

scientists.

The Secretary expressed the view, a view shared by General

Marshall, that this projebt should not be considered simply in terms

of military weapons, but as a new relationship of man to the universe.

This discovery might be compared to the discoveries of the Copernican

theory and of the laws of gravity, but far more important than these

in its effect on the lives of men. While the advances in the field

to date had been fostered by the needs of war, it *as important to

realize that the implications of the project went far beyond the

needs of the present war. It must be controlled if possible to make
it an assurance of future peace rather than a menace to civilisation.
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The Secretary suggested that he hoped to have the

following questions discussed during the course of the meetings

1. Future military weapons.

2. Future international competition.

3. Future research.

4. Future controls.

5. Future developments, particularly non-military.

II. STAGER OF DEVELOPMENT:

As a technical background for the discussions, Dr. A. H.

Com to explained the various stages of development. The first

stage involved the separation of uranium 235. The second stage

involved the use of "bree4lir" piles to produce enriched materials

from which plutonium or new types of uranium could be obtained.

The first stage was being used to produce material for the present

bomb while the second stage would produce atomic bombs with a

tremendous increase in explosive power over those now in production.

Production of enriched materials was now on the order of pounds or

hundreds of pounds and it was contemplated that the scale of operations

could be expanded sufficiently to produce many tons. While bombs

produced from the products of the second stage had not yet been

proven in actual operation, such bombs were considered a scientific

certainty. It was estimated that from January 1946 it would take

one and one-half years to prove this second stage in view of certain

technical and metallurgical difficulties; that it would take three
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years to get plutonium in volume, and that it would take perhaps

six years for any competitor to catch up witl, us.

Pr . Fermi estimated that approximately twenty pounds of

enriched material would be needed to carry on research in current

engineering problems and that a supply of one-half to one ton would

be needed for research on the second stage.

In response to the Secretary's question, Dr. A. H. Ccusoton

stated that the second stage was dependent upon vigorous exploitation

of the first stage and would in no way vitiate the expenditure

already made on the present plant.

Dr. Conant mentioned a so-called "third stage" of-
develop-ment In which the products of the "second stage" would be used simply

as a detonator for heavy water. He asked Dr. Oppenheimer for an

estimate of the time factor involved in developing this phase.

Dr. Oppenheimer stated that this was a far more difficult development

than the previous stages and estimated that a minimum of three years

would be required to reach production. He pointed out that heavy

water (hydrogen) was much cheaper to produce than the other materials

and could eventually bQ obtained in far greater quantity.

Dr. Oppenheimer reviewed the scale of explosive force

involved in these several stages. One bomb produced in the first

stage was estimated to have the explosive force of 2,000 - 20,000

tone.of TAT. The actual blast effect would be accurately measured

when the test was made. In the second stage the explosive force



was estimated to be equal to 30,000 - 100,000 tons of TILT. It

was considered possible that a bomb developed from the third

stage sight produce an explosive force equal to 10,000,000 -

100,000,000 tons of TNT.

III. D0I&STIC P s_

PL .-Lawrence expressed his great apprecis-tion for the

fact that the leaders of the Government had been willing to take

the chances inherent in the development of thin program.

expressed a view that if the United States were to stay ahead

in this field it was imperative that we knew more and did more

than any other country. He felt that research had to go on un-

ceasingly. There were many unexplored pobsibilities in terms

of new methods and new materials beyond thorium and uranium.

In fact, all heavy elements held potentialities for exploitation

in this field. y)is thought it might be possible one day to secure
s

our energy from terrestrial sources rather than from the sun.

Dr. Lawrence pointed out that there was no real doubt about the

soundness of the program. Any failures that had occurred or

would occur in the future were nothing more than temporary setbacks

and there was every reason to believe that such setbacks would be

quickly overcome.

Dr. Lawrence recommended that a program of plant

expansion be vigorously pursued and at the same time a sizable

and material

atocx pile of bombs, should be built up. For security reasons
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plants that were built should be widely scattered throughout

the country. Every effort should be mane to encourage industrial

application and development. Only by vigorously pursuing the

necessary plant expansion and fundamental research, and by secuMng

adequate government support could this nation stay out in front.

With this view Dr. A. H. Compton expressed complete agreement.

Dr. Karl T. Compton, summarising the views expressed

above, suggested the following programs

1. Expand production under the first stage
to produce bombs for stock pile and to
furnish material for research.

2. Intensify "second stage" research.`

3. Build necessary "second stage" pilot plants.

4. Produce the new product.

Dr. Oppenheimer pointed out that one of the difficult

problems involved in guiding a future domestic program would be

the allocation of materials as between different uses. Dr. _Karl T.

Compton added further thht every effort should be made to encourage

industrial progress in order that our fundamental research program

would be strengthened. 40

The Secretary summarized the views of the group concerning

our domestic program as_followss

1. Keep our industrial plant intact.

2. Build up sizable stock piles of a+Pterial

for military use and for Industrial and
technical Ono.

3. Open the door to industrial develoswnet.

1
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IV. FUNDAWTAL RF4&1RCfit

DT., Opnenhs7.mer felt that the work now being done under

war pressure was simply a process of plucking the fruits of earlier

research. In order to exploit more fully the potentialities of this

field, it was felt that a more leisurely and a more normal research

situation should be established. Dr. Oppenheimer strongly urged

that numbers of the present staff should be released to go back to

their universities and research laboratories in order to explore

the many ramifications of this field, to avoid the sterility of

the present orientation to specific problems only, and to develop

cheaper and simpler methods of production. Dr. Bush expressed the
wnS

view that while it t.,imperative in war time to concentrate on

specific problems such a narrowing of the field in peace time was

completely wrong. He agreed with Dr. Oppenheimer that only a nucleus

of the present staff should be retained and that as many as possible

should be released for broader and freer inquiry. Drs. A. H. Cmpton

and Fermi reenforced this view t' emphasizing that ee could never

be sure of the tremendous possibilities in this field until thorough

fundamental research could be brought to bear.

V. PROBLHIS OF CONTROL AND IN8PECTIONi

The Secretary inquired what other potentialities beyond

purely military uses might be exploited. In reply Dr. Oppenheimer

pointed out that the immediate concern had been to shorten the war.

The research that had lead to this development had only opened the



door to future discoveries. Fundemental rnowledge of this subject

was so wide spread throughout the world t'r.;t early steps should

be tar.en to Time our developments inown to the world. He thought

it might be wise for the Onited States to offer to the world free

interchange of information with particular emphasis on the develop-

ment of peace-time uses. The baeic goal of all endeavors in *he

field should be the enlargement of human welfare. If we were to

offer to exchange information before the bomb was actually used,

our moral position would be greatly strengthened.

The Secretary stated that an understanding of the non-

military potentialitiee was a necessar;, background to the consideration

of the question of interchange of information and international co-

operation. He referred to the Bush-Conantmemorandum which had

stressed the role of science in securing a policy of self-restraint.

This memorandum had recommended that in any international organization

which might be established complete scientific freedom should be

provided for and the right of inspection should be given to an

international control body. The Secretary asxed what Kind of

inspection might be effective and what would be the position of

democratic governments as against totalitarian regimes under such

a program of international control coupled with scientific freedom.

The Secretary said that it was his own feeling that the democrtic

countries had fared pretty well in this war. Dr. Bush indorsed

this view vigorously, pointing out that our anvantage over totali-

tarian states had been tremendous. Evidence just in from Germany
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revealed that she wue far behind us in the technology of this

field and iu other scientific fielda. He said that our tremendous

advantage stemmed in large measure from our system of term work

and free interchange of i:formation by which we had won out and

xould continue to win out in any competitive scientific and

technological race. He expressed some doubt, however, of our

ability to remain ahead permanently 1i' we were to turn over com-

pletely to the Russians the resulta of our research under free

competition with no reciprocal exchange. Dr. Karl T. Comoton

felt that we would holu our aavantaaa at least to the extent of

the construction lag, but, in any event, he fell that secrets of

this nature could not be successfully kept for any period of time

and that we could safely share our knowledge and still remain ahead.

Dr. A. H. Comptou utated that the destructive applications

of these discoveries were perhaps easier to control than the con-

structive ones. He referred to the nuclonics prospectus prepared

somo time ago in which were indicated certain other potential uses

in such fields as naval propulsion, health, chemistry, and industrial
that

development. He pointed ou/Faraday's hopes and predictions in the

field of electro-dynamics were realized by Edison only after the

lapse of several decades. Buch a lag in this field with as yet

uncharted possibilities seemed likely. He stressed the impossibility

of keeping technological advances secret, as witness the experience

of industry. The fundamental knowledge in this field was known
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in many countries and a policy of restraint, of the nationalisation

of scientific ideas could not work. Unless cientisto were able

to keep abreast of advances in the field throughout the world they

would probably lose out on many developments.

Dr. Comp felt that international control in this field

would require the power of inspection and that international arrange-

meats among scientists would be by a means of strengthening this

power. gr. 0a2enheimar expressed doubts concerning the possibility

of knowing what was going on in this field in Russia, but expressed

the hope that the fraternity of interest among scientists would aid

in the solution.

flees Karsha3.l cautioned against putting too much faith

in the effectiveness of the inspection proposal. ME. lnyton also

expressed considerable doubt on this point.

Vi. R Lgul

In considering the problem of controls and international

collaboration the question of paramount concern was the attitude

of Russia. Dr. Qppenheimer pointed out that Russia had always been

very friendly to science
and suggested that we might open up this

subject with them in a tentative fashion and in the most general

terms without giving them any details of our productive effort.

Bs thought we might say that a great national effort had been put

into this project and express a hope for cooperation with them in

this field. He felt strongly that we should not prejudge the
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Russian attitude in this matter.

At this point General Marshall discussed at some length

the story of charges and counter-charges that have been typical

of our relations with the Russians, pointing out that most of these

allegations have proven unfounded. The seemingly uncooperative

attitude of Russia in military matters stemmed from the necessity

of maintaining security. He said that he had accepted this reason
A

for their attitude in his dealings with the Russians and had acted

accoraingly. As to the-post-war situation and in matters other

than purely military, he felt that he was in no position to express

a view. With regard to this field he was izkcliaed-to favor .-the

building up of a combination among like-minded powers, t..sreby

s

.forcing Russia to tall in line by the very force of this coalition.

General Marshall was certain that we need have no fear that the

Russians, if they had knowledge of our project, would disclose

this information to the Japanese. He raised the question whether

it might be desirable to invite two prominent Russian scientists

to witness the test.

Mme. Byrnes expressed a fear that if information wm WERE

given to the Russians, even in general terms, Stalin would ask

to be brought into the partnership. He felt this to be particularly

likely in view of our commitments and pledges of cooperation with

the British. In this connection Dr. Bush pointed out that even

the British do not have any of our blue prints on plants. Mr. Byrnss
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expressed the view, which was Qen,re.lly a¢reed to by all precept
that the moat desirable program would be to push ahead as fast as

possible in production and researcr, to make certain that we stay

ahead and at the same tine make every effort to better cur political

relations with Russia.

VII. INTERNATIONAL ?ROOM:

Dr. A, H. Coauton stressed very strongly the need for

maintaining ourselves in a position of superiority while at the

same time working toward adequate political agreements. He favored

freedom of competition and freedom of research activity to as great
the

an extent as possible consistent with security aad/internatioral

situation. To maintain rigid security over this project would
result in a certain sterility of research and a very real competitive
disadvantage to the nation. He felt thai, within the larger field
of freedom for research it would still be possible to maintain
close security of the military aspects of the field. We could

maintain our technical advantage over other nations only by drawing

on the free interchange of scientific investigation and curiosity.
He urged the view, expressed earlier by General Marshall, that we
should secure agreements for cooperation with other like-minded

nations and at-the same time work toward solidifying our relations
with the Russians.

Dr. A, H. Compton recommended that roughly the following
program should be adopted for at least a decades
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1. Freedom of research be developed to
the utmost consistent with national
security and military necessity.

2. A combination of democratic powers
be established for cooperation in
this field.

3. A cooperative understanding he reached

with Russia.

The meeting adjourned for luncheon at l115 P.M.

and resumed at 2x15 P.M. All who attended the

morning session were present with the exception

of General Marshall.

VIII. FY5CT OF THE BOMBING ON THE JAPANES& AND THEIR WJQ TQ FIGSTI

It was pointed out that one atomic bomb 66-&d arse T

would not be much different from the effect caused by any Air Corps

etriae of present dimensions. However, Dr. Otpenheiaer stated

that the visual effect of an atomic bombing would be tremendous.

It would be accompanied by a brilliant luminescence which would

rise to a height of 10,000 to 20,000 feet. The neutron effect of

the explosion would be dangerous to life for a radius of at least

two-thirds of a mile.

After much discussion concerning various types of

targets and the effects to be produced, the Secretary expressed

the conclusion on which there was general agreement.that we could
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got gve the Jaasnese any warning] that we could not concentrate

on a civilian .zoai but that we should seek to sake a 4rofound

osyoholo&ical. iaareesionon as many of thei_nhabitants a'n voesible.

At the suiaeetion of Dr. CoPaat Me Secretary .reed that the cost

desirable target would be a vital war plant employing a large pusher

of workers and closely urrounded by workers' houses.

There was some discussion of the desirability of attempting

several strikes at the same time. Dr. Oppenheimer'¢ judgment was

that several strikes would be feasible. General Groves, however,

expressed doubt about this proposal and pointed out the following

objectionst (1) We would lose the advantage of geining additional

knowledge-eQ .rning the weapon at each successive bombing; (2) such

a program would require a rush fob on the part of those assembling

the bombs and might, therefore, be ineffective; (3) the effect would

not be sufficiently distinct from our regul&r Air Force bombing

program.

IX. HANDING OF UNDESIROLE SCIENTISTSs

General Groves stated that the program has been plagued

since its inception ty the presence of certain scientists of

doubtful discretion and uncertain loyalty. It was agreed that

nothing could be done about dismissing these man until after the

bomb has actually been used or, at best, until after the test has

been made. After some publicity concerning the weapon was out,

steps should be taken to sever these scientists from the program
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and to proceed with a general weeding out of personnel no longer

needed.

Y. CKICAaO c ouPi

Dr. A. B. Comptop outlined briefly the nature and size

of the Chicago program. In line with directives from General Groves

it was intended to limit the operations at Chicago to those useful

in the prosecution of this war. Its activities fell into the

following categoriesa

1. kid to the Hanford project on
plutonium development.

2. Aid to the Santa Fe group.

3. heeearcti on a thorium using pile.

4. Preliminary investigations of
the extension of uranium piles. -

5. Studies of the health of personnel
working with these materials.

It was pointed out that programs 3 and 4 above did not

bear directly on current war use, but that they comprised only

about 20 per cent of the work being carried on in Chicago and that

it was considered desirable in terms of future development to con.

tinue this work.

It was the consensus of the meeting that the Committee

should lean on the recommendations of Dre. Conant and Bush as to

what should be done with the Chicago group. ?fir. Bush, as swcon4ed

by Dr. Conant, recommended that the present programs, including
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Chicago, should be continued at their present levels until the

nd of the war It was agreed that this recoseeendatign should

be transsdtted to the 6ecretary of War.

XI. FOSITIOb OP Ti3E aCIXNTIY C PAIL&i

$r. Harrisgn stated that the Scientific Panel had been

call'Ad in at the auggeetion of -bra. Bush and Conant and with the

heartiest approval of all members of the Committee. It was con-

sidered a continuing Panel which was free to present its views

to the Committee at any time. The Committee was particularly

anxious to secure frou the scientists their ideas of duet what

sort of organization should be established to direct and control

this field. the Committee requested the Panel to prepare as speedily-

as posaible a draft of their views on this subject. In this connection

Dr. Bu pointed out that there would be no need at this time in

drawing up a draft of an organization in this field to consider

relationships with the Pessarch Board for National Security.

Dr. $arl T. Compton suggested that the organization could be

tied in later to the Research Board for National Security through

its section on nuclear physics.

The question was raised as to what the scientists might

tell their people about the Interim Committee and their. having been

called before it. It was agreed that the four scientists should

feel free to tell their people that an Interim Committee appointed

by the Secretary of War and with the Secretary of War as Chairman
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had been established to deal specifically with the probleas of

control, organisation, legislation, and publicity. The identity

of the members of the Committee should not be divulged. The

scientists :.hould ba.percitted to explain that that' had net with

this Committee and had b3en 6iveu complete freedom co preeent

their views on any phase of the subject. The impression should

definitely be left with their people that the Government was taking

a most active interest in this proj-ae't: -

XI1. NEXT MEETING:

The next meeting of the Committee was scheduled for

Friday, 1 June 1945, at 11:00 A.Y. in the office of the Secretary

of War. The purpose of this meet}ng was to secure the views of

four representatives from industry.

The meeting adjourned at 4:15 P.M.

rr

R. GORDON ARNESON
2nd Lieutenant, A.D.S.

Secretary
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Notes of an Informal meeting
of the

Interim Committee
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MEM BERS

Hon. Ralph A. Bard
Hon. James F. Byrnee
Eon. ;1illiam L. Clayton
Dr. Jenes B. Conant
Nr. ,eorge L. Harrison, Acting Chairman

FY IN'VITATICN

Nr. Arthur Page
Maj. ;en. Leslie R. Groves

1. F ETIN =S ''IITT THE PANELS.

It was agreed that the Scientific Panel should be invited

to meet with the Committee on Thursday, May 31, and, if possible,

the i'ilitary Panel and representatives of industry should be

brought in for discussions the same weekend. It was suggested

that, in addition to inviting I`r. Rafferty of Union Carbide and

Er. Chapman of Eastman Kodak to discuss with the Committee the

industrial aspects of the problem, 1`r. Carpenter of du Pont might

be invited to discuss the problems faced by du Pont in gearing

its operations to the project.

been prepared by Mr. Laurence. With respect to the type of

The Committee considered the draft statements which had

II. T)RAFT PUBLIC RELEASES.



release that might be made by the Corunanding Officer, Alamogardo

Air Base, when the test is run, the Committee was in general

agreement on the content of Forma A and B. Forms C and D were

considered undesirable because of the mention therein of experi-

mentation: on new weapons.

The consensus of the Committee relative to the proposed

statement to be rr.ade by the President after a successful test

was that toe President should make only a short announcement

over the radio, or possibly to the Cc,ngress, concerning the

general nature of the weapon an¢ its military and international

implications. This announcement should be followed by a more

complete press release x ontaining a history of the program, a

discussion of the technical phases of the project, some indication

of our cooperation with the British, and of the intention to take

the necessary legislative steps to secure adequate control. It

was contemplated that other releases dealing with further details

of the program would be issued following these original announce-

ments.

It was agreed that 1'r. Page and ".r. Laurence should re-

work the draft releases along the general lines indicated, bearing

in mind that the nature of the statements would depend in large

measure on the results of the test and of actual use, and that

changes might later be necessary in terms of the international

situation existing at the time of release.

D



III. PUSH-CONANT t.EYORANDTh .

In discussing the points made in the Bush-Conant

memorandum, the question was raised concerning our cbliRations

under the Quebec P.greement. This Agreement required that the

weapon cannot be used against a third country by one signatory

without the agreement of the other. Accordingly, before the

United States can use the weapon against any country, it must

secure the consent of the United Kingdom. However, it was

pointed out that no prior consent is involved in conducting

local tests.

The Acting Chairman reported that the Uritish are con-

,.sidering the establishment of a committee similar to the Interim

Committee for the purpose of studying problems of publicity and

domestic controls. It is likely that in the near future the

British group will wish to get in touch with the Interim Committee

to coordinate parallel action, however, it was the thought of the

Acting Chairman -- end his view was concurred in by the Committee --

that it would be unwise to arrange for an,, interchange at this

time.

IV. NEXT MEETIN,.

The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday, Way 31, 1945,

at 11:00 A.?'. in the Office of the Secretary of War.

/s/
R. CORDON ARNESON
2nd Lieutenant, AUS

Secretary.
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Notes of an Informal Meetin
of the

Interim Committee
Monday, 14 May 1945, 10x00 A.M. - 12:30 P .M.

7

P'?ESENT :

MEMBERS

!PA!; F,

Si:R1e S-40--

Hon. Ralph A. Bard
Dr. Vannevar Bush
Hon. James F. Byrnes
Hon. William L. Clayton
hr. George L. Harrison, Acting Chairman
(in the absence of the Secretary of 'Par)

BY INVITATION

Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves

I. PANELS.

1. Scientific Panel.

It was agreed that the membership of the Scientific
Panel should be as follows:

Dr. Arthur H. Compton
Dr. Ernest 0. Lawrence
Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
Dr. Enrico Fermi

It was agreed further that the Secretary of '.Jar

or Br. Harrison, on his behalf, should write to these four

scientists inviting them to become members of the Panel. In

line with suggestions made by Dr. J. B. Conant and Dr. Vannevar

Bush; it was the sense of the meeting that the Scientific Panel

should be free not only to discuss technical matters but also

DCIASS F ED
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to ;,r;sent to the Committee their views concerning the

political aspects of the problem.

2. ]'ilitarv Panel.

After some discussion the Committee concluded that

the Secretary of War should discuss with General Marshall and

Admiral King the desirability of establishing a Military Panel

and secure their recommendations as to membership. The Committee

was of the opinion that the Panel, if constituted, would be most

effective if,its membership were drawn from high levels of the

Army and Navy and, accordingly, expressed agreement that the

following membership would be desirable:

For the Army,

General of the Army George C. Po:rshall
Lt. General Thomas T. Handy
Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves

For the Lavy:

Admiral of the Fleet Ernest J. King
Admiral Richard S. Edwards
Rear Admiral William R. Purnell

3. The question was raised whether an Industrial Panel

should be established to advise on the potentialities of in-

dustrial mobilization in this field in other countries. The

Committee took the view that no panel on this question should

be organized at this time, but that such men as Mr. James A.

Rafferty of Union Carbide and 1r. A. K. Chapman of Eastman Kodak

should be invited to sit in with the Committee to discuss this

question.

T-



II. PUBLIC STATEION;T.

The inclusiveness of a public statement concerning the

weapon was felt to be dependent upon the outcome of the test

to be made in July. In the e-v®nt.;:hat the test showed poor

results, it would suffice to have only a brief notice made

public by tte theater commander to the effect that a dump of

high explosives had blown up. If, however, the results that

are now confidently expected, are }borne out by the field test,

a more complete public statement would be necessary. Such a

statement should be rude by the President and should indicate

the general nature of the weapoh, trace the history of its

development and of the controls, both national and international,

that are contemplated.

It was agreed that 'William L. Laurence, a science editor

of the hew York Times, now under contract with the Manhattan

District, should-be brought in to work up drafts of these two

alternative statements and that Arthur Page should review these

statements before their presentation to the Committee for con-

sideration.

,III. INTE_RNATIO11L SITUATION.

The international aspects of the program were discussed

at some length, the Quebec Agreement and the operations of the

Combined Development Trust being stressed. Copies of a'memorandum

from Drs. Bush and Conant on this question were distributed to
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certain scientists andressed is Dr. Arthur Compton were also

diotributed to the Ilossrs. ryrnes and Bard for further study.

the Messrs. B_;rnes, Hard, and Clayton, and General ,roves for

further study after the meeting. Copies of a memorandum froc.

IV. LEGISLATIVE 0SNTROLS.

The matter of controls and the legislation necessary to

effectuate such control were discussed in general terms; no

attempt was mdde, however, to arrive at any definite conclusions.

V. T?'E Ci?ICAGC SCIENTISTS.

General ;roves and Dr. Bush outlined the nature of the

work being; carried on by the Chicago Group and raised the

question as to its future status. It was agreed that the group

should continue its work for the present and that the question

of future status should to taken up later after the weapon was

put to offensive use.

be appointed as Secretary of the Committee.

that Lieutenant R. Gordon Arneson, Assistant to Yr. Fundy, should

On the recommendation of the Acting Chairman it was agreed

VI. APPOII:Tpgr CF S EC.RRTARY.

VII . NEXT MEETING.

The next meeting of the Committee was set for 2:30 p.O.,
Friday, 18 May 1945.

/s/
R. GORDON ARI;ESGN

2nd Lieutenant, AUS
iL

Secretary.
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Notes of an Informal Meeting
of the

Interim Committee
Wednesday, 9 May 1945,.9:30 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.

PRESENT :

MEMBERS

Secretary Henry L. Stimson, Chairman
Hon. Ralph A. Bard

Dr. Vannevar Bush

Hon. James F. Byrnes

Hon. 'Nilliam L. Clay-ton
Dr. Karl T. Compton
Mr. seorge L. Marrison

BY INVITATION

Mr. Harvey H. Bundy

1. STATEMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR:

Secretary Stimson outlined the nature of the project and

expressed his views as to the purposes and functions of the Committee.

Appointed by the Secretary with the approval of the President, the

Committee was established to study and report on the entire problem

of temporary war-time controls and later publicity, and to survey

and make recommendations on post-war research, development, and

control, and on legislation necessary for these purposes. It was

termed an "Interim Committee" in view of the fact that, at the

proper time, Congress would probably establish by law a permanent

body to supervise, regulate, and control the entire field. It was

pointed out that reports and recommendations made by the Committee

OELASSIFIEO
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would be submitted to the Secretary, and through him, to the

President.

T,.e full membership of the Committee is as follows:

lion. Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of War, Chairman.

Hon. Ralph A. Bard, Under Secretary of the Navy.

Dr. Vannevar Eush, Director, Office of Scientific
Research and Development

Hon. James F. Byrnes, Special Representative of

the President.

Hon. William L. Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State.

Dr. Karl T. Compton, Chief, Office of Field Service, OSRD.

Dr. James B. Conant, Chairman, National Defense
B-esemret Committee.

1Cr. George L. Harrison, Special Consultant to
the Secretary of Liar, Alternate Chairman.

/t 11:15 A.1'. the Committee took leave of the Secretary

and re-assembled in Yr. Harrison's Office under his

chairmanship]

II. GENERAL ORIENTATION:

As further background on the subject, General Groves'

memorandum of April 23, 1945, to the Secretary of War, which was

presented earlier to the President by the Secretary, was read to

the Committee and discussed at some length. The Quebec Agreement

was also read and discussed. In discussing the nature and functions

of the Combined Development Trust, the Committee strongly expressed

the view that all possible steps should be taken as promptly as

T(DI _



possible to build up our supplies of uranium and thorium.

III. NEXT MEETING:

The next meeting of the Committee was called for Monday,

May 14, 1945, at 10:00 A.M.
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4U3Jt:GTi Interim Committee on S-1.

Last week you presented to President Truman a fairly

complete memorandum on the 3-1 project. outlining its genesis,

its present state of development and in general its availability

for military usage. Your presentation was aocompanied by a

brief memo which you prepared relative to the broader political

and international implications of the problem and the need for

post war oontrols, both national and international. You had in

mind the advisability of getting up a committee of particular

qualifications for recommending action to the executive and

legislative branches of the government when secrecy is no longer

fully required. The committee would also be expected to recom-

mend actions to b* taken by the Aar Department in anticipation

of the poet war problems.

In view of the possibly short time available e,efore

actual military use and the relaxation of secrecy, it seems to

mp# -=+ and as you know both Dr. Conant and Dr inch agree -

that it is becoming, more and more important to organize such a

I
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committee
as promptly

as possible.
This committee

should,
I

think,
be relatively

small committee
which should

be prepared

to serve temporarily
or until Congress

misfit
a¢point a perms.

neat
Post war Commission

to supervise,
regulate

and control the

use of the product.

Certr+in
things,

however,
must be dons noe before use it

we are to avoid
the risk of grave reporeussions

on the public in

general
and on Congress

in particular.

For instance,
the oar

mittse will mood
to prepare

appropriate
announcsoonts

to be avail-

able
for issue

(a) by
the President

and
(b) by the liar Department

as soon as the first
bomb

is used.
These

annouuaemsnts
or later

publicity
would

presumably
give

some
of the

history
of the pro-

J.ct,
i;:s importance

from, a
military

standpoint,

its scientific

background,
and come

of its dangers.
Most importantly

as soon

as possible
after

use some
assurance

must be
given

of the steps

to be taken
to provide

the essential
controls

over post war use

and development,

both
at home and abroad.

With
that in

mind
it

will be
necessary

as soon as possible
after

use to mks reoom-

mmndations
for the necessary

Congressional
legislation

covering

patents,
use, controls,

etc.

All of these
and many

other
factors

will have
to be

studied
by the committee

with the understanding

that
all recom-

mendations
must

be for
your own approval

and for submission
to

the President
for his approval.



committee as preuptly as possible. This cosaittec should. I

think, be a relatively small committee which should be prepared

to serve temporarily or until Congress sight appoint a perma-

nent Post ear Commission to supervise, regulate and control the

use of the prodaot.

Certain things, however, must be done now before use if

we are to avoid the risk of grave repercussions on the public in

general and on Congress in particular. For instance, the car

mitte. will need to prepare
appropriate announcements to be avail-

able for issue (a) by the President and (b) by the War Department
r

as sown as the first bomb is used. These announaemsnts or later

publicity would presumably ;ive some of the history of the pro-

ject, ins importance from, a military standpoint, its scientifis

ba6kTound, and some of its dangers. Meat tmportsntly as soon

as possible after use some assurance must be viven of the steps

to be taken to provide the essential controls over post e use

and development, both at home and abroad. With that in mind it

will be necessary as soon as possible after use to make reoom-

mendstione for the necessary Congressional legislation covering;

patents, use, controls, etc.

All of these and many other factors will have to be

studied by the committee with the understanding; that all recom-

mendations must be for your own approval aLs d for submission to

the President for his approval.
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It seems clear that some machinery is essential now

to provide the way for continuous and effsetive eontrols and

to insure or provide for the necessary and persistent research

and development of the possibilities of atomic energy in which

the United Mates now loads the way. If properly controlled

by the peace loving nations of the world this ensrgy should

insure the peace of the world for generations. If misused it

may lead to the complete destruction of civilisation.

In the circumstances I subest that a committee of

six or seven be set up at once to study and report on the whole

problem of temporary war controls and publicity. and to survey

and me" recommendation on post war research, development and

controls, and the legislation necessary to effectuate tMm.

The members of this committee should be appointed by

you as 3eoretary of user subject to the approval of the President.

;then appointed the co=aitteo will need promptly to organise

appropriate panels to aid in its work - panels of specially

qualified scientists, Army and Navy personnel, Con,rossional

advisers, lefislative draftsmen and others.

GEORGE L. :HARKI:iUN
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Ysabership of Interim Committee

The Seoretary of War

Dr. James S. Conant, Chairman, National Defense Research
Coma ttes.

Dr. Vanaevar Bush, Director. Scientific Research and
Dsvslopsant.

Dr. Karl Compton, Chief, Office of field Service, Office
of Beientitio Research and Den lopasnt.

Honorable William L. Clayton, Assistant deerstary of State

Honorable Ralph A. Bard, Under Secretary of Navy.

Special Representative of th*.President.
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4JU?.'CTi lnteria Committee on S-1.

Last week you presented to President Truman a fairly

complete memorandum on the 3-1 project, outlining its g+mssiss

its present state of development and in general its availability

for military usage. Your presentation was accompanied by a

brief msao which you prepared relative to the broader political

and international implications of the problem and the need for

post war controls, both national and international. You had in

mind the advisability of setting up a coamnitzee of particular

qualifications for recommending action to the executive and

legislative branches of the overnnnt when secrecy is no loner

fully required. The committee would also be ezpeoted to reoom-

mend actions to be taken by the "+ar Department in anticipation

of the post war problems.

In view of the possibly short time available before

actual military use and the relaxation of secrecy. it seems to

as, -- and as you know both Dr. Conant and 1)r. Bush agree --

that it is beeoming.'more and more important to orl,anise such a
6w



committee as promptly as possible. This committee should. I

think, be a relatively small oowd ttee which should be prepared

to serve temporarily or until Congress might appoint a perisa+

sent Post War Commission to supervise, regulate and control the

use of the product.

Certain thinbs, however, must be dons oar before us if
we are to avoid the risk of grave repercussions on the public in

general and on Con r.ss in particular. /-+or instance, the cous-

mittso will need to prepare appropriate announcements .to be avail-

able for issue (a) by the President and (b) by the War Department

as sno as the first bomb is used. T'nese announoemente or later

publicity would presumably dive some of the history of the pro-

sect, its importance from a military standpoint, its scientific

bask round, and some of its dand.ss. 36ost importantly as soon

as possible after use some assurance must be e,iven of the steps

to be taken to provide the essential controls over post war use

and development, both at home and abroad. With that in mind it

will be necessary as soon as possible after use to make reoom-

nendations for the necessary Confessional legislation covering

patants, use, controls, etc.

All of those and many other factors will have to be

studied by L.he committee with the understanding that all recom-

mendations aunt be for your own approval and for submission to

the President for his approval.
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It stows clear that some machinery is essential now

to provide the may for oontiamous and atfsative controls and

to insure or provide for the necessary and persistent research

and development of the possibilities of atoms energy in whieb

the United States now leads the way. If properly controlled

by the peace loving nations of the V'orld this enerp should

insure the poses of the world for generations. If misused it

may lead to the complete destruction of civilization.

In the oirsuwstanoe I sut;,ost that a committee of

six or seven be set. up at once to study and report on the whole

problem of temporary war controls and publicity, and to survey

and Make reoowwsndwfln -45 -]361'r *OY fisearoh, development and

controls, and the legislation necessary to effectuate theca.

The members of this oommitteo should be appointed by

you as Seorstary of War subject to the approval of the l'rsoident.

When appointed the conaittee will need promptly to organise

appropriate panels to aid in its work -- panels of specially

qualified scientists, Army and Navy personnel, Con,ressional

advisers, legislative draftsmen and others.

GEQRGi: L. UARh ISA
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Membership of Interim Committee

The Secretary of War with Mr. George L. Harrison
as his alternate.

Dr. James B. Conant, Chairman, National Defense Research
Committee.

Dr. Vannevar Bush, Director, Scientific Research and
Development.

Dr. Karl Compton, Chief, Office of Field Service, Office
of Scientific Research and Development.

licnorable William L. Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State

Honorable Ralph A. Bard, Under Secretary of Navy.

Special Representative of the President.
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Suggested procedure for -,+eeting with scientists Thursday

morning at 1O00 .M.s

s. Some brief discussion of tn. origin and purposes If

the Interim Committee with an explanation that it is n committee

appointed by yourself after consultation with the President. The

,4eneral purpose of the Committee is to study and report on the whole

problem of temporary control- used publicity during the war end to

survey and make reeommendxtione on post war research, development

and controls, both national and international. The Committee is

called an "Interim Committee" merely because you have anticipated

that when there is no longer need for secrecy it is likely that the

Congress will want to consider the establishment of a permanent post

war conmission to supervise, regulate and control, the manufacture and

use of the product.
tea,

b. Rye purpose of this meeting is to give the Committee

and yourself a chance to meet four of the scientists most intimately

connected ritn the project and through them to express ap,rciation

to the whole scientific group who have done so much to develop and

make the project possible. On the other hand, the meeting is to give

the scientists an opportunity on their side to tell the Committee what-

ever they may have on th*Jx mind and to give the Committee also an

opportunity to ask question .-s as to increase their knowledge of the

wholr project from the scientific standpoint.



i
I.

Types of Questions that may come up,

EMJM )[ILITARX PWWOST!CT$.

Future prospects of this project for the development of military

weapons,

(a) Increase in sise and power of bombs.

(b) tours** of power other than uranium or thorium.

II. IlIMMIO LL COVFTITIOA.

How fast can other nations catch up with us,

(a) Working under our setbods, or

(b) Working under possible short outs?

P[TTUAE Ang"CH.

International and national policies in regard-to

search, especially with regard to its magnitude, organisation and

location in this country.

IT. FUTURE CO2WTROLO.

(a) What kind of'controls are practical.

(b) Upon what conditions should the United States enter
into such a control system.

(0)

(d)

What will happen if no controls are established.

Can our present head start and our attitude toward
controls be used to accomplish an extension of
democratic rights and the dignity of man.
(Popular governed nations versus single rule nations.)

V. FUTURE Oll-MJ4TAR7C USE.

Possible use of this project for the benefit of mankind in

peaceful activities.
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G rf ice for Engrgency ana^*
p o.,:: of Ccientific Research and Se pment

Y OFFICE OF FIFL'u SERVICE
1530 P Street NW.

Washington 25 0. ,.

May 1O, lr>45

Dr. Ernest G. Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory
university of California
!ierkeley, California

wear Hr. --Lawre nca t

As you know, or will soon be officially informed, I have been
asked by the Secretary -of- afar - itlt- tca rn,rt-ova} of-this - siderrt)--tm- ------__

serve on a special interim policy committee with particular reference to
eortain early matters which you ]mow about and, at least in a preliminary
wa,,, with reference to the longer term. I hesitated very much to do this
because you and several others are very much closer to the problem than
I am, but it was put up to me in a manner which could not he refused.
Except for Gonant and Bush, the other members have no technical background,
but they are wise in both national and international affairs. Justice
Byrnes is acting as direct representative of the President.

Conant, Bush and I accepted with the clear understanding that
we did not undertake to serve as the mouthpiece of the American scientists
who have really done the job and with the understanding that you and your
several opposite numbers in the other grouns will present your own views.

I think that one consideration in this temporary set-up was the
desire to have advice and careful consideration in rather concentrated and
easily accessible forri during the next few months and to have this without
interrupting extremely im;,ortant supervision of the scientific work just
at this time.

I know that Bush and Conant feel uncomfortable about their posi-
tion on this committee, and I feel even more so because of my much less

association with the project. We all accepted because it seemed the best

thing to do under the circumstances, and we will do our best. But I want

you to know the circumstances and rcy own feeling in the matter.

Cordiale yours,

KARL, T. CO il'"Ota, Chief

KTC:aec
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`'rice for ErierCency 11anA,, it
1j! _`, r_e of Scientific Icescarch ano :),relopment

Office of Field Service
1530 r. Street N'.

,ashin'tan 2', P. C.

Lay 1` 1

Sr. Arthur . Co'cptor.
Jeto1lurf-ical Laboratory
Fyerson Laboratory
';nivercit-' of ;hicaCo
Cica-'o, iilincis

Near Arthur:

As you r^om, or will soon h,e cffioially in'.bn ed, I have ceen
a=. e : by Secretary of tear with the approval of the Presirnt, to
serve on a special interim policy cor:rdttee v.ith particular reference to
certain early matters which yo , know about and, at least in a preliminary
way, with reference to the longer term. I hesitated very much to do this
because you and several others are very rmich closer to the problem than
i am, but it was put up to me it a manner which nould not be refused.
Except for Conant too .';ush the other maanmbers have no technical background,

out they am wise in both national and international affairs. Justice
P;rnes is actint, as direct representative of the President.

Conant, bust and I accepted with the clear unuerstandinr; that
we did not undertake to Serve as the mouthpiece of the American scientists
rho have really done the job an, with the understandi.nd that you and your
several opposite numbers the ether groups will present your own views.

I thin.: iJot one consineretion in this temporary set-up was the
det,ire to have ad,,-ice and earcfal consideration in rather con::entrated and
easily accessible form dun rp the next few months and to have t!is without
interrupting t)-tremel}' important s*11,5°rvision of the scientific work just
at this time.

I know that Bush and: Conant feel uric or.J'ortable about their posi-
tion on this committee, and I feel even more so because of my much less

association with the project. Ge all accoptob because it seeped the best
thLinC to do under the circumstances, and "c will do our best. But I want

--ou tc know the circumstances and my own feeling in the matter.

Affectionately,

/s/ Karl

KM:aec
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s.s you '=or,, or will coon to officially inf4rsaen;, I-eve-b Fo^.asiieu by the Secretar, if 7:er with the approval of the President, toserve on a specii:l interim ny1:cK cvrarittee with particule r reference tocertain curl matters r;hicn you ;now about and, at least in a preliminary+ray, with reference t:; the longer tea. 1 hesitated very much to do thisbecause you and severe1 others ere very :n,ch closer to the problem than
1 am, hut it was put up to me in a manner which eou1i not be refused.?xcept for Cooa,nt and Push, the other members have no technical Lackrrcua::,but they are arise c -J in x)th national Anti international affairs. Justiceroes is actin on direct re;resentetive of the President.

Conant, Push and I accepted with the clear un erstandin,^ that
vi did not unwerteke to serve as the mouthpiece of the ino rican scientistswho have really done the job and with the understar:dlnp ,, that_,, you in-' y,-,u:evoral op-,osihe n..mLeis in the ether ;-coups vri11 present your ovn views.

I t}iinL- that one consideration in this temporary set-up was the_esire to heve advice and careful consiceration in rather concentrateu andeasi accesaiblqly form ::urin_; :e ::ext few months anti to have this vrithou+.interruptiii,- extremely important supervision of the scientific work just
this time.

1_n rr hat :',ash e,.d Conant feel uncomfortable about their posi-tion on cortilittee, and 1 feel even more ::o because Of my much lessassociation with the project. Fe all acc-ptod because ill, the bestthin;; to do unuor the circ"all's f.tu-:cep, and ,:e will :.o durTi---st.
t,o the _direu:astances But 1 want

:n,' otv;i feeling in the matter.

KTC:aec

Cordially yours,
sj Karl Compton

K:;A- C. CJlii-CO}I, chief
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Office Memor ndum- UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN-1

TO 1Are. O'Leary

FROM : PC

SUBJECT:

. DATE: 515

Co'. Consodine took the original and one carbon copy over to ILr.
Harrison todary. -Attached are two copies of each of the letters to Fermi,
Compton, Oppenheimer, and Lawrence. Also attached are copies {2) of the
letters you said you wanted. Col. Consodine took the oricinals of these with--
him also.

f

.r
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3r. rnriso Ferai.
P. 3. fiox 1712,
IYilaington, Delaware.

Dear :?r. Ferri t

U u L:x U

:Hi;,IYy A,
Your h

Kith the approval of the President, the soarotary of,
War has appointed a small committee for the purpose of planning
the future course of the United States with respect to the field
cowered by the Manhattan engineer District.

The oossnittee is asking a very few of the scientific
leaders in the field to asset with it and give it the benefit of
their ideas. This committee would appreciate the opportunity of
hearing from you. At the moment, it is impossible to designate
a day and hour. It is requested that you discuss with Jr.
Oppenheiasr the question of the tins when you will be available
to appear before the ooanittoc.

Tis would want to discuss with you the post-war situation,
the scope of desirable future experiments, the type of national
and international control, the military considerations, the possi-
ble ooamercial advantages, the maintenance of the present leading
position of the jaited States in the world field and otherkiadred
topics.

Y:u .eomatittee requests that there be no discussion by
you with anyone other than Dr. Oppenheiaer of your call to appear.
it is sssustsd that you are conversant with the views of your
colleagues and associates and that you can present their general
views as well as your own specific ones without the need of prior
discussions with than.

Cordially yours,

F :^n ry .
CRA'CEr , ,- George L. Aarrison,

Special Assistant to the
Secretary of War.
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Dr. A. H. Compton,
Metallurgical Laboratory,
University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Dr. Coslpton:

With the approval of the President, the Secretary of
War has appointed a small **mitt** for the purpose of planning
the future course of the United States with respect to the
field covered by the Manhattan Engineer District.

The committee is asking a very few of the scientific
leaders in the field to most with it and give it the benefit of
their ideas. This committee would appreciate the opportunity of
hearing from you. At the moment, it is impossible to designate
a day and hour. However, every endeavor will be made to suit
both your very necessary activities in behalf of the project and
your personal oonveaiense. The committee realises that the
project comes first with all concerned.

We would want to discuss with you the post-war situation,
the scope of desirable future experiments. the type of national
and international control, the military considerations, the
possible commercial advantages, the maintenance of the present
leading position of the United States in the world field and
other kindred topics. In a general way, the subject matter will
be that previously discussed by you informally with General Groves.

The committee requests that there be no discussion by
you with anyone of your call to appear. It is assumed that you
are conversant with the views of your colleagues and associates
and that you can present their general views as well as your own
specific ones without the need of prior discussions with then.

of thtW infitstion.

For the Secretary of War:

Cordially yours,

George L. Harrison,
Special Assistant to the

Secretary of War.

L"-



Dr. J. R. Oppenhet a r,
P. 0. Box 1663,
Santa re, few Mexico.

Dear Dr. Oppenheimera

With the approval of the President, the Secretary of
War has appointed a small somisittee for the purpose of planning
the future course of the United States with respect to the
field covered by the Manhattan Engineer District.

The committee is asking a very few of the scientific
leaders in the field to most with it and give it the benefit of
their ideas. This committee would appreciate the opportunity of
hearing from you. At the moment, it is impossible to designate
a day and hour. Knowing of your great importance to the project,
the committed will suit your call to your responsibilities to the
work on which you are now cagaged. In your ease particularly,
the committee realizes that the project must cons first and that
any absence of yours from the site would be difficult to justify
at this time.

We world want to discuss with you the post-war situation,
the seeps of desirable future experiments, the type of national
and international control, the military considerations, the
possible commercial advantages, the maintenance of the present
leading position of the United States in the world field and other
kindred topics.

The committee requests that there be no discussion by

you with anyone of your call to appear. It is assumed that you

are conversant with the views of your colleagues and associates
and that you can present their general views, as well as your own
specific ones, without the need of prior discussions with them.

oa. Dr. Fermi has been
invited to the hearings. He has been advised that he should make

his arrangements subject to your approval.

For the Secretary of War:

Cordially yours,

George L. Harrison.
Special Assistant to the

Secretary of War.

d
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Dr. E. 0. Lawrence,
Radiation Laboratory,
University of California,
Berkeley, California.

clear Lr. Lewreuee:

With the approval of the President, the Secretary of
War "us appointed a small committee for the purpose or planning
the future course of the United States with respect to the field
covered by tht 14:i_.1tsttan Fnginoer District.

The committee is asking a very few of the scientific
leaders In the field to Host with it and give it the benefit of
their ideas. This committee would appreciate the opportunity of
hearing from you. iit the nsownt, it is impossible to designate
a day and hour. However, every eels vor will be undo to suit
both ;your very neoecsar; activities in behalf of the project and
your personal convenience. The coanittoa realises that the
project eo:wT first with all concerned.

We would want to diaous with you the post-war situation.
the scone of desirable future experiaeuts, the type of national
end international oo nar$,I, the military considerations, the possi-
ble eommeroial advantages, the saiatenance of the present leading
position of thw United States in the world field and other kindred
topics.

The committee requests that there be no discussion by
you with anyone of your call to appear. It is assuard that you are
conversant with the views of your colleagues and associates and
that you can present their general views as well as your own
specific ones without the need of prior discussions with them.
General Groves known of this invitation.

For the Secretary of Wart

Cordially yours.

George L. Harrison,
Special Assistant to the

Secretary of War.
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WAR DEPARTMENT

P. 0. BQR 2610
WASHfNGTON. 0. C.

Secretary of Year, Chairman
interim Committee
Washington, D. C.

Dear )Mr. Secretary:

1 June 1'-45

PA'S

You have asked us to make recommendations on appropriate pro-
cedures for post-war research and development in the field in which we
are interested. lie have had a very limited -o portunity to discuss
these matters and would like to be free to present further and more
technical reports.

In our opinion the most critical and most urgent step for making
possible poet-war research and development in the field of atomic energy
is the establishment of an authority, qualified to determine, and em-
powered to implement, national policy in this field. This authority
must be supported by the Congrosel it must have wide discretion and adequate
menas for utilizing in the broadest possible way existing research institu-
tions--industrial, academic and military--and for creating such new agencies
as may be required. This authority should in our opinion include strong
representatives of the Army and of the Navy; it should no be exclusively
nor predominantly military. It should include technically qualified scien-
tists; it should certainly include men wise in mutters of national policy
and national welfare.

The technical and administrative problems of this undertaking are
moat difficult and complex. We would hope in the near future to present
for the consideration of your committee a few suggestions of more detailed
and specific nature. Nevertheless, we believe that the decisive step must
be the creation of an authority which can act to execute its policies.
The fact that at present in the Manhattan Engineer District there exists
an agency charged with those aspects of the problem of presumptive import-
ance to the present war, should make it possible for the new authority to
enter upon its duties in a considered and gradual way.

We have been shown by Dr. Conant the accompanying draft of suggested
enbabling legistlation for a commission to assume this authority. T?ere are
details in this draft which it is neither within our function nor within
our competence to consider; but this does afford a concrete example of a
proposal which would in our opinion meet the essential needs as we have
come to understand them.

1_A c rn_ .i J CAwLLED



S 0
To Secretary of War I .he 1945

We would most strongly urge that all steps be taken e,, that the neo-
eseary legislation may be introduced and supported at the earliest possible
moment. Even now there are many specific questions which are waiting solu-
tion for the lack of a more permanent authority.

A. F. Compton
E . Fermi
E. 0. Lawrence
J. R. Oppenheimer

For the panel
J. R. Oppen a mer

Inol-draft (dup.)

,4,Q,, / A

dl
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A oomrission on atomic energy is established to be appointed
by the President, the members to hold office for 6 years (first
appointments staggered to provide new appointments each year), as
follows: Five scientists or engineers, each named from a list of
three recommendations made to the President by the National Academy
of Sciences; two Army and two Navy officers appointed on the recom-
mendation Lf the Secretaries of War and Navy; three civilians
appointed by the President directleaoh for the term of one year.

The commission to elect its own chairman; appoint necessary
executive officers and staff, no compensation for members or chairman,
Chief Executive Officer $15,000 salary.

Commission to publish annually a report.

Commission to have the following powers:

(a) to issue licenses as provided under 6 below

(b) to construct and operate experimental facilities and
production units, to buy and sell materials, to arrange

through contract for research development, or production
all such activities to be related to the investigation of
the brsie phenomena of atomic--energy including nuoie r-
fissions, nuclear combination and nuclear transformation
and the application of such phenomena to civilian and military
uses.
(Annual budget voted by Congress as NACA)

The legislation to prdvide that the Commission shall have the
power to promulgate rules and regulations regulating the following:

(a) the buying and selling of uranium and uranium products,
thorium and thorium products and such other materials as the
commission may find essential to control the production of
atomic energy and the preparation of dangerous materials by
atomic fission or the separation of isotopes;

' -i (b) the construction and operation of plants and machinery
0 concerned with the production of atomic energy or the pro-

0_ n duction of materials essential for the production of atomic
t Z energy particularly the separation of isotopes of elements,
-y aP! c) the production of radioactive materials by the use of machines
m in which atomic fission occurs;

(c) experiments involving the fission of atomic nuclei, the
commission being charged, however, to exercise as little inter-
ference with normal scientific research as they may judge
consistent with the national welfare being empowered to make
special exceptions from any regulations in so far as laboratory
experiments involving small granitites of matter and small
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amounts of atomic energy are concerned; the commission being
furthermore directed to administer its rules and regulations
in such a way as to encourage experimentations by competent
persons on as wide a scale as possible.

(d) The oommiaaion will issue revocable licenses to persons
sand Qorporationa for a period of not more than 3 years with-
out charge, in order to permit certain of the activities
prohibited by their rules, provided that in the opinion of
the commission the issuance of such a license is in the public
interest and further provided that all liceuseea shall report
all transactions, operations and discoveries in the licensed
field to the omission and aasi, all patent rights without
reservation to the U.

The violation of a rule or regulation of the commission shall be
subject to fine or :ears imprisonment or both and all patent
rirhAB acquired during, the period of violation shall beoome the property
of the U. S. Government and all materials and machines connected with
atomic energy production produced shall become the property of the
U. S. Government.

The commission is charged with the responsibility of developing
as rapidly as possible the uses of atomic energy for civilian and
military purposes and shall be the judge of the degree of secrecy
required in these matters for the national safety. For the purpose
of furthering research and development in the field of atomic eneegy
and all prooessea connected with the phenomena of nuclear fission or
nuclear transformation, the commission shall utilize both its own
and other governmental plants and laboratories and by contract,
laboratories and plants of universities, research institutions and
business corporations.
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